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EDITORIAL
One   of   the  great   Meccano

mysteries    will    probably    never    be
solved:  What guided the Model Poom
at  Binns  Pload  during  the  heyday  of
"the  original"  Meccano?    Were  there

instructions,    guidelines,    laid    down
from    the    On    High     (from     Frank
Hornby)?    Was  there  an  underlying
philosophy?      What   determined   the
number and selection of parts put into
a   particular   Outfit   (the   sets   were
always  called   Outfits  with   a  capital
0)?  Was it determined by the models
to  be  included  in  the  Manual,  or  did
the  parts  in  the  Outfit  prescribe  (or
proscribe)    what   could    be    made?
Which    came    first,    the    Meccano
chicken or the Meccano egg?   (There
is    at    least   one   claim    now,    that
Hornbydid    not    invent    the    name
Meccano.      Did   Hornby   understand
French?)

There  have  always  been  two
great   grumbles   about   what   Binns
Pload  produced.  (Heresy!)   One,  that
models  in the Manuals were badly or
inadequately   designed.        Designed
presumably so that they could be built
with   a   particular   outfit,    even   if   it
meant  that  their  proportions  did  not
agree with some prototype. Complaint
by traction-engine modelers that the
"blue/gold" Traction Engine (1934-41 )

was  badly  proportioned-who  knew
or cared at the time?   lt looked great
to  the  boy  who  built  it!    Two,  that  in
fact many  (most?) of the ideas came
not  from  the  Model  F`oom,  but  from
the Meccano modelers themselves.  In
the early days this was certainly true.
Contests,  held constantly through the
Meccano   Magazi.ne   in   subsequent
years,  had  begun  in  1914 and prize-
winning    models    almost    inevitably
turned  up as Manual models  in years
following.         Those    were    however
formative  years,  experimental  years,
in    which    the    possibilities    of    the
Meccano system were only beginning
to be explored.

The     development     of     the
system  itself,  that  is  the  addition  of
parts, and in some cases, changes in
the  design  of  parts,  was  a  result  of

this  process,  much  more than  it was
an     innovative     forward     view     by
company  planners.     The  "Suggest-
ions"   column   in   the   MM  (variously
named   over   the   years),   for   which
Hubert   Lansley   too   often   had   the
unenviable task of concocting reasons
why     the     suggested      part     or
improvement was  impractical, was  in
retrospect  a  penetrating  glimpse  into
the  future  of  the   Meccano   system.
Thankfully  we  can  appreciate  today
that      Meccano      SA,      the      Calais
reincarnation    of   Binns    Road,    has
taken the lead in model design, in the
creation    of    parts    fitting    into    the
Meccano  system,  and  in  imaginative
modeling.

(continued  on  peg.   13)
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Niel   Dulson   writes:      ln  the  June
issue  of  CANADIAN  MEccANOTEs,  the
article on the Torque Amplifier missed
out an important piece of information.
One  of  our  club  members  built  the
thing,  and  phoned  me  to  say  that  it
didn't  work.  The  information  missed
out is that the Axle  F]od shown  in the
bottom   of   the   lower  diagram   must
also   be   a   split   shaft   and   like   the
input/output  shaft,  the  Axle  Plod  on
the  right  must  extend  into  the  25-
tooth 1/2in. wide reversing gear on the
left,  but  is  not  attached  to  it.  Built  as
described   the  whole   mechanism   is
"locked    up".    My   friend    made   the

modification   and  everything  worked
fine.

You mentioned Merkur in your last
magazine. At Christmas a year and a
half ago,  lkea here in Vancouver had
a selection of  Merkur sets on  sale at
very  reasonable prices.  Some  of our
club members bought the largest sets
they had  for sale.  I went to see what
they were  like and  found  them to  be
excellent sets. The parts were all very
well   made   and   painted   with   what
looked like very durable enamel paint.
As   you   say   the   parts   looked   like
Meccano parts that had been put into
the drier and shrunk.  Even the gears
had   very   fine   teeth   but   very   well
made.  I was tempted to buy the large
set  equipped  with  about  a  Meccano
No.6  worth  of  parts  plus  extra gears
at  C$99.00,   but  decided  against   it
because  the  Merkur  parts  were  not
compatible with  Meccano  parts.  Last
Christmas,   we  found  out  that   lkea
were not bringing in any more Merkur
sets  because when  they paid  the bill
for the sets of the previous year, they
found  that they  had  made a  mistake
in   the   exchange   rate   between   the
Czech     currency      and     Canadian
Dollars, and they had sold the sets at
a price less than  they  had to pay for
them!!   Somebody's  head  must  have
rolled for that mistake.

Mike Schlumpberger writes:   I was
very happy to receive the 1996 issues
of your magazines.  I will  explain  how

I   got   interested   in   Meccano.   I   had
some  Gilbert  stuff  in  my  childhood,
and  one  day  was  wondering  if  they
were   still   in   existence.   Cruising   a
Toys-Pl-Us    store,     I     ran    across
Meccano   sets   1-6,   probably   early
1990s.  I found the store too expensive
for my pocketbook at the time.   A few
years  later,  still  thinking  about  those
sets,  and  prices,   I  managed  to  find
some     sets     on     clearance     after
Christmas.  I  got  a  No.1   and  a  Ferris
wheel set, and also had  my eye on a
No.6 set.   It was still out of line for my

pocket  book;   anyhow,   I  liked  those
sets  I had.  Later,  I purchased another
Ferris  wheel  set.     I  did   not  open   it
right  away.   Later  I  was   in  a  hobby
store checking on No.6 set prices and
found   a  brochure  of  sets  available.
There  were   Erector  Junior,   No.1-6
sets,  and  a  thing  I  had  never  seen
before    or    even    knew    existed:    a
wooden box set, a No.10 set-WOW!
I   did    not   see   one   on    the   shelf,
enquire,   but  I  was  wondering  what
that thing would cost.   I did not know
anything about clubs or spare parts or
dealers or other systems.

When    I   opened   the   other
Ferris wheel set, I was unaware of the
large  flanged  plate  on  the  bottom  of
the package, and just assumed it was
missing, but I had mislaid it but forgot
somehow.    When  I  could  not  find  it,
my  wife  convinced  me  that  the  set
never  came with  it,  or  I  had  lost  it.    I
wrote   to   Meccano   headquarters   in
New York with the part number I was
missing, and asked for information on
a   No.10   set.      The   New   York   guy
replaced the part (I was willing to pay
for  it)  free,  and  told  me  No.10  sets
were no longer available, but that they
would  be  very  expensive.     He  also
gave  me  all  kinds  ol  information  on
dealers,  and  of a Southern California
club.    I  inquired to  all sorts  of places
about   the   club,   dealers   and   parts
dealers.  It was getting to be fun! I had
parts books and price lists sent to me;
I sent in  a subscription to the club.

Also  I  was  told  by  mail  from
someone  that  he  had  no  No.10  sets
available.   Looking at all the parts and
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prices   to   make   the   contents   of   a
No.10 set,  it would  really add  up!

Later  I  acquired  a  No.6  set
{rom  a  drugstore  at  30%  off.    I  was
glad  I  did-they  are  getting  scarce
now too.    I  am  going  to subscribe to
your  magazine  for  1997  and  would
like to  acquire your back issues.   To
make sure I get a response and some
of  your  good   magazines   I   am   not
telling  you   how  or  if  I  got  a  No.10!
Anyhow  I  like  your  magazines  so  1'11
tell  you:      About  6-8  months  after  I
was told no No.10 sets were available,
I  got  a  postcard  telling  the  where-
abouts of a set at reasonable price in
excellent shape,  no oak cabinet,  and
a  newer model  No.10  set,  not  a  rare
English  or rare coloured  one.    It was
a chance of a lifetime purchase,  and
it worked out well.

Another   idea   would   be   to
have the factory include an inventory
sheet    of    all     the    different    parts
available.  It would open new horizons
for  someone  to  get  interested  in  the
world  of  parts  and  sets,  which  they
would  not  know  existed,  or where to
get them if they lost some parts.

[It's  probable  that  the  set(s)
Mike bought secondhand had lost the
sheet   illustrating   the   full   range   of
Meccano  parts,  which  normally  is  in
every new set.   Finding a No.10 set at
a   reasonable   price   these   days   is
equivalent  to  winning  the  lottery  or
discovering a goldmine.-Ed.I

Alan      Partridge     (UK)     writes:
CANADIAN       MECCANOTES       NO.6
contained  two  articles  which  I  found
very  interesting:    Stepper  Motors  by
Neil    Fraser   on    p.17    and    Torque
Amplifier  by  Hubert  Hogle on  p.19.    I
wonder  whether  the  Editor  saw  the
connection  when   he  put  them  one
after the other?

About Torque Amplifiers first:
Hubert's   is  by  far  the  best  l've  yet
seen.     Years   ago   I   made  one  by
putting  input and  output into  the half
shafts  of  a  differential,  using  move-
ments   of   the   Cage   to   switch   the
motor.       It   was    mechanically   and
electrically    very    noisy.        The   one
Hubert   mentions   using   cords   can
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Charlie     Pack
writes:            In
regard    to    [eff
Hand      Right
Hand:   Part  2  .in
the   March   1997
issue,    I    submit
the  following:

Asa
rule,   in  the  U.S.
and      Canada,
reciprocating
airplane  engines
turn      clockwise
when      viewed

Torque Amplifier, rebuilt by Alan partridge                lrom   the  tyitoTs

deteriorate if the cords stretch.  As the
photograph  shows,  I  rebuilt  the  new
one in plates 1 in. shorter with most of
the base open,  but  if it was part of a
large   model   the   frame   would   be
different  anyway.     I  was  delayed  by
not  recognizing  that  the  long-faced
pinion  on  the  left  in  the  lower view  is
a loose 25t in mesh with the 50t gear
and  the  15t pinion.    That  makes  the
input   shaft   across   the   top   slightly
skew.        It   works    beautifully    as    a
demonstration, but for a long running
heavy model l'd want to redesign that.
Maybe  an   Oldham.s  Coupling   in   it.
Hubert finishes by asking: What use is
it?   1'11  come to that after steppers.

Neil Fraser on steppers is also
much the best I've seen.   Breaking up
the  circuit  diagram  of  the  controller
makes  it  easy  to  design  variations,
e.g.  to keep widely separated  motors
in  a  large  model  perfectly  synchro-
nized.       Tandy   Co   in    UK,    [parent
corporation  of]  Pladio  Shack,  sells  a
tiny stepper motor, and a controller as
a  kit or  made  up.    The  motor  is  too
small for a major model, and the con-
troller  too  low  powered  for  a  larger
motor.     But   now  you   can   beef   up
Tandy's   set   by   putting    its   output
through   a  torque  amplifier.     I   have
several decent sized steppers  I didn't
know how to run. Now I hope to make
up several of Neil's circuit boards.

Two  solutions  to  a  long  felt
want,    from    two    adjacent    articles.
Trianks very  much.
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position.
Virtually    all    Continental,    Lycoming
and  Pratt & Whitney engines  used  in
modern   light   aircraft   are   this   way.
Foreign   airplanes   marketed   in   the
U.S. and Canada and using U.S. en-
gines are also this way; one example
is the French-built SOCATA Trinidad
powered by Lycoming.   I presume the
main  reason  tor this  is  tradition,  and
the  huge amount of effort that would
be   required   to  achieve   round-the-
world      standardization      (assuming
everyone would agree).

The   direction   in   which   the

propeller turns is very important to the
pilot,   because  of  the  torque.      In   a
propeller-driven  plane  if  the  engine
turns clockwise when viewed from the
pilot`s  position,  the airplane will  try to
turn   to   the   left   on   takeoff   (at   full
throttle)   and   the   pilot   must   correct
with    right   rudder   on    takeoff   and
climbout.     But  if  the  pilot  is  flying  a
DeHavilland  Tiger  Moth,   he'd  better
correct  with   left   rudder   on   takeoff ,
because the propeller is turning in the
opposite direction !

P-Factor is very important in
a    conventional    twin-engine    plane
because  it  affects  Vmc,  the  minimum
control speed (velocity) with an engine
failed.   Imagine an airplane in a steep
climb.    As  a  propeller  turns,  each  of
its blades will  provide  more thrust on
one  side  than  on  the  other,  causing
the  aircraft  to  try  to  turn.    Thus,  the
line  of  thrust  on  one  engine  will  be
closer  to  the  fuselage  that  the  other.
If the engine with its thrust line closest

to  the  fuselage   is  failed,   there  is  a
control   problem   because   the   other
engine's  line  of  thrust  is  oufsi.de  its
centre line and farther away from the
fuselage.     Hence  there  is  a  greater
imbalance  trying  to  turn  the  airplane
into  the dead  engine,  requiring  more
airspeed  to  maintain  control.     Once
Vmc   is   lost,   the   airplane   is   out   of
control     unless     the     pilot     quickly
reduces power on the good engine.

To    combat    this     problem,
certain  models  of  Piper  twin-engine
planes   are   equipped   with   contra-
rotating     engines     and     propellers.
About 20-30 years  ago,  Cessna had
a    twin-engine    plane    called     the
Skymaster,  with  one  engine  in  front
doing the pulling and the other engine
in the rear working as a pusher.   Both
turned   in  the  same  direction,  when
viewed  from  the  rear  of  the  engine
looking   towards   the   propeller.      But
from the pilot's point of view, they are
contra-rotating    thus    removing   the
thrust imbalance on takeoff .

In  response to  Ivew MGccano
Parts-Why    IVof?,     I    submit    the
following:

ln  reference to my comments
on  "new  parts":     Likely,   almost  any
reasonable   size   plate   or  strip   may
have  been   made  at  some  time  by
someone as a part of some construct-
ion.   We just don't  have access to  all
those parts, so why not make it a little
easier by "modifying" a Meccano part?

Your example of a special part
for     a     forklift     truck     raises     other
questions:     How  far  should  one  go
with   "special"   parts?       ls   it   OK   to
manufacture another "Meccano-com-
patible" part whenever one is needed?

l'm  not  a  purist,  and   I  have
been  known to "modify"  (some would
say  mutilate)   a  few  parts  here  and
there.       For   example,    my   traction
engine    model    uses    some    special
4*6-hole  plates  in  the  belly  tank.     I
could    have   used    (and    I   did    try)
several  3x5-hole  flexible  plates,  but
the   result   looked   very   sloppy   and
unattractive.        Besides,    I    have    a
quantity  of  dinged-up  plates  which
cannot  be  straightened  out  perfectly,
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so rather than discard them, why not
simply cut off the bad portion and use
the  rest?    And  my  special  4x6-hole
plates can  be  used  in  another model
when  the traction  engine  has  served
its purpose and is taken apart.

But   what   about   specially-
made fork lift prongs?  They can likely
be  used  only  in  another fork  lift,  and
may  require  special  power  tools  to
manufacture.     True  scale  modelers
manufacture most of their own  parts,
and  end  up  with  a  totally  realistic-
Iooking,     correctly-operating     scale
model. Most of the parts in that model
probably cannot be used in any other
model. And, many of the parts require
machine tools such  as  a lathe and  a
milling  machine to manufacture.

We,  however,  have  two  ad-
vantages.    First,  we can  assemble  a
model  using  only  simple  hand  tools.
Second,   we   can   disassemble   that
model and use the parts to build an-
other totally-unrelated model.   That's
what is so great about this hobby.

Dave     Feinstein     writes     from
Johannesburg:  Stock of Meccano in
our  toy  shops  is  plentiful;  however,
the recent spate ot imitation systems
appears to be declining, possibly as it
has been sold out due to the low price
(some  25°/o  of  the  Meccano  similar
sized  set)  and  stock  replentishments
haven't    yet    arrived.         As     Peter
Matthews    is    still    the    importer    of
Meccano  loose  parts,  these  are  still
freely available.

In your March issue, Ted Van
Klink  writes  of  a  corrosion   problem
experienced  in  his cellar to  Meccano
Zinc  plated  parts.    I  have  personally
experienced   this   problem   and   can
identify  the  cause  as  well  as  a  cost
effective restoration programme which
I   have   undertaken.      Following   the
successful   restoration   and   powder
coating of strips I am in the midst of a
major  restoration  program for plates,
strips,  brackets, wheels/pulleys etc.   I
have   recovered   in   excess   of  3000
items to date, many of which were for
fellow members  including  F}oger  Hill.

[Dave's   article   on   the   zinc
plating problem is on page 8]

Rotary  Hand  tool:    Not  the  dentist
saying  "open  wider"-but  useful  for
reclaiming rusty parts.   Best known in
the  Dremel  tool,  for which  dozens  of
little   cutting,    grinding,    drilling    and

polishing  bits  are  available.    It's  also
the  most  expensive,  over  $100.    But
there's also a poor man's version:  the
Dremel   MiniMite,   which   is   battery-
powered,  using  a  plug-in  recharger
and  removable  battery  pack.    Quite
powerful    enough    tor    shining     up
oddments;   but   it   runs   for   perhaps
twenty  minutes  on  a  charge.    It  has
been  available  at  Canadian  Tire  for
about $30; regular price is under $50.

Hank   Winder:      Plichard   Symonds
finds  this  simple winder for  hanks  of
cord  handy.   The armature on which
the cord is wound  is made of a piece
of copper tubing with two right-angle
bends,  which  is  lipped  over  the  long
bolts  on  which  two  bush  wheels  are
mounted.

To remove the finished hank,
tubing and cord can be slipped off the
bolts so the final tie around the middle
of the hank can be more easily made.
A crank handle can be stuck through
the stand and winding arm to hold the
skein steady while starting or finishing
the hank.

Wanted:      Meccano   Junior   (Plastic
Meccano,  now obsolete) p/n 79 Pload
Wheel,   red   with   grey  collet   nut;   a
quantity    needed,    for    kindergarten
teaching   project.      Joel   Perlin,111
Acapulco  Court,  Oxnars  CA  93035,
USA; Tel:  (805)  985-5498.

Wanted:    I  will  purchase  all  of  your
"non-Meccano   or   Erector"  parts  of

sets,  in any condition.   Please list and
price in first letter.   Bichard Symonds,
15170     Dove     Place,     Surrey     BC,
V3F] 4T5 Canada.

Offer:    Meccano  No.10 set complete
in  wood   box,   very  good  condition,
1950,  $2,600.    No.9  set  complete  in
wood  box,  unopened,1973,  $1,200.
No.10   set   95°/o   complete,   no   box,
1950-1970 $1,200. No.5A complete in
cardboard box, unopened, 1951, $70.
No.4A compete, unused in cardboard
box,   1954,  $70.00.     No.1   complete,
cardboard box, unopened, 1959, $60.
No.4  set  complete,   cardboard   box,
very good condition,1953, $75.   No`.5
set   complete,   cardboard   box,   very
good condition,1955, $80.   No.4 set,
1954, compete, very good condition in
cardboard box, $75. No.4 set in card-
board box, new unopened,1962, $75.
No.1  set in cardboard box, very good
condition, complete,1950, $45.   No.4
set in cardboard box unopened,1973,
$80. No.6 set in box unopened,1986,
$85. 2 X No.3 sets in box, unopened,
1991,  $25.     Modelit,   USA,  set  G  in
wood box ; top set 98°/o complete, very
good   condition?   $250.      Marklin   in
wood box, 4 trays, 1925 or 1929, 50°/o
complete; box $200, parts $100. Many
other sets/parts,  used,  not  bad con-
dition,  $500.  Anyone  coming  to  Pled
Deer to see these is welcome to stay
with us.  Play Shyan 4 Pallo Close Pled
Deer AB T4P  IJ3   (403) 341-3744.

Door Latch:   A magnetic door catch
turned  up on  a  box  of oddments.    It
has attachment holes 11/2in. apart; just
the thing for Meccano doors or access
panels    which    must    be   frequently
opened; no screwdriver needed.
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Ultimate?  1997  Heavy  Hauler  Set:
One   of  the   1997   "Ultimate  Control
Heavy Hauler" sets from Meccano SA
(Calais) is now at hand for inspection,
dissection   and   construction.       The
1997     Meccano     catalogue/poster
seems   to   put   this   set   above   the
"collection"  kits   and   the  "Evolution"

sets,  below the  "Master  Builder"  and
"Mission"    sets,    but   it's    no    longer

possible  to  fit  Meccano  sets  into  the
old   subsequently   expanding   series.
Modern  marketing  is  too  evanescent
and  trendy  to  target  a  loyal  young
audience     of      longtime     Meccano
consumers.    So  the  electronics,  two
motors  and  four  rubber  road  wheels
form  the bulk of this set.   The  metal
"real  Meccano"   parts are not a great

deal more numerous than some of the
"Collection" or "Evolution" packages.

The     box      size     of     the
remote-control   set   is   probably   for
marketing  reasons:   enhancement of
shop-shelf image.  And why the liftout
section   in   the   rigid   foam   packing?
Perhaps  so  the  outer  shell  can  be
retained  as  a working  tray,  but there
is     still     a     lot     o{     waste     space
underneath.

There     has     been     some
thoughtful      and      useful      modeling
development  in   the   range  of  "real"
Meccano parts.  A 3x5-hole plate with
5-hole flanges;  a 2x3x2-hole double
angle strip;  a thin,  albeit diecast, 25-
tooth  pinion   (more!  give  us   more!);
some 11 -tooth diecast pinions; some
shock-absorber     springs;     a
cross-bored    rod   socket;    and   the
now-familiar 2x3-hole corner bracket;
all will be welcome.   But the variety of
parts  has  been  kept  to  a  minimum
and  the  volume  of  packaging  foam
maximized.     The  low  gear   ratio  of
motor drives is still annoying, and the
lack  of  any  other  gears  (beyond  a
50-tooth    plastic    contrate)    makes
alteration  using  only  the provided  kit
impossible.

Mounting    holes   of   the   9V
battery pack  are  ingenious,  and  the
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AA    battery    pack    is    now    neatly
covered.     Mounting  flanges  on   the
compact motors have been strength-
ened,  and  a  plug  end  added  on  the
motor leads.  These motors look more
like  modern  electric  motors,  and  are
more   in   scale,   than   any   previous
construction-system motors.

B.C.M.C.O.K.:    The  Spring  issue  of
the  British  Columbia  Meccano  Club
Ivews/Otter was a little late  (July!)  but
delightful  reading.    Neil  Dulson  gave
details    of    his    "No.100"    Meccano
cabinet-designed to  hold ten  No.10
sets!-if     you     have     that     much
Meccano  ask  Neil  what  to  do.     An
account of a million-dollar toy auction
in  Vancouver,  and  pictures  of  some
great    models:    the    Marklin    Ferris
Wheel    (about    1.5m    diameter),    a
dragline and a blocksctter, all three by
Gordon  Frank.

Betty  Mair:   CMAMAS  has  extended
its sympathy to  Bill  Mair  in  his  recent
bereavement.    Elizabeth  (Betty)  Mair
was a Plegistered Nurse and had been
with  the Pl.C.A.F.  and  then  a medical
records    librarian    at    the    Toronto
Psychiatric  Hospital  and  the  Clarke
Institute,  and  as  medical  librarian  at
the      Hinks      Treatment      Centre.
CMAMAS has made a donation to the
Canadian    Diabetes    Association    in
Betty's name.

F]eady-Made   Cabinet:      Someone
reports   seeing   in   an   IKEA   store   a
cabinet  with   drawers,   some  2%   in.
and  some 6  in.  deep, which  appears
suitable for storing Meccano.   IKEA is
a   Scandinavian   firm    importing    its
prefabricated     ready-to-assemble
furniture,  with  stores  in  a  number  of
cities.      The   report   did   not   include
details:    whether    the    cabinet    was
designed   to   hold   the   weight   that
Meccano would  put in  it.

Oak Cabinet:  Greg Plahn's article on
an  oak  No.10  set  box,   in  the  June
CMrv, omitted to tell how the tray parts
were   rabbeted   together,   and   what
glue was used.   If any one needs that
infor`mation,  please write to the Editor
who   will   forward   the   enquiries   to
Greg.

Lovely      Blue/Gold:            Normand
St-Aubin  reports  having  seen,  at  a
toy  show  in  Pochester,  NY,  in  June,
an No.10 Meccano outfit in blue/gold,
mint  in  a  green  wooden  box;  price,
$6,000    US.       The   list   price   of   a
blue/gold  No.10 set  in  1937 was 231
shillings   (11   guineas)   or  something
like $55.    Inflation  factor:  100  fold.

And  Nickel  Plate:    A  recent  auction
notice   in   the   Kingston.   Ont.,   area
included    a    1916    Meccano    set   in
original wooden  box.    No details,  but
this   would   have   been   one   of   the
largest sets of the period.   (No.6 was
the  largest)  and  in  nickel  plate.    No
word either, on its actual sale or price
paid.  There is still Meccano out there,
waiting to be discovered!

Korean Jaunt:   Earl  Pitts returned at
the beginning of August from another
working session in South Korea-and
with   handfuls   more   of   that   high-
quality  Korean  construction  system,
which   was   so   popular   at   the   last
Hobby Show in Toronto.   The manu-
facturer  has  no  plans  to  market  the
system    outside    Korea,    Earl    has
reported;    but   deserves   praise   for
maintaining    excellent    design    and
production,    with    ideas    of    which
manufacturers  elsewhere  might  well
take note.

Weak Fork:   Meccano p/n  116a,  the
Small Fork Piece, seems to be a weak
link  in  the system.    In  recent  months
more   than   one   Meccanophile   has
reported   the   "fork"   popping   off   the
boss.         The    fault    seems    to    be
inadequate    peening;    there    is    not
sufficient space  inside the  ring  of the
fork to allow the peened boss to take
an adequate grip.   Probably these are
Binns Road parts; there have been no
reports  that  Calais  Fork  Pieces  have
had the same fault.   The only feasible
remedy  would  seem  to  be  brazing.
Soldering is chancy when the junction
is  between  brass  and  a  plated  steel
surface   with   very   narrow   contact.
Stokys (the Swiss system) has a nice
sturdy   fork   piece,   which    however
resembles  the  Meccano  Large  Fork
Piece  in  size.
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New Parts:   A list dated July  1997 of
new  Meccano   parts  contains  some
interesting  items:     A  short  threaded
coupling; a corner bracket (133c) with
a 135° bend and one with a 90° bend;
chromed metal wheel discs for trucks
and  tractors,  22mm  diam.  with  five
peripheral  holes;  and   lin.  (25,4mm)
bolts.    M.D.  Courdoux,16  rue  Haxo,
75020  Paris,  France.

U ltimate-Cont.d. :           Plegrettably
Meccano SA has not yet realized how
awkward  is the cheap common Allan
key.     One  would   think  that  with   a
market as big as Meccano, they could
get a commercially made Allen driver
with   a   loop   handle.
How     many     million
wire-handle
screwdrivers     were
made   for   slot-head
screws?     Allen  keys
have     to     be     heat
treated,      no     doubt
more     costly     that
stamping   a   flat   end
on   a   piece   of  wire,
but     surely     a     low
marginal cost.   There
is    much    grumbling
f  rom       ad   ult
enthusiasts      about
Allan  keys!

Georgian     Triangle     Toy     Show,
Sunday  June  9,  Stayner,  Ontario:
Man fred  Leimgardt,  Attila  and  Erika
Szakonyi, and John Wapshott covered
seven  tables  with  an  interesting  and
crowd-pleasing  display  of  models  in
Meccano,     Erector     and     imported
systems of other makes; so  much so
that we  received  invitations to  exhibit
at steam lestivals and toy shows every
Holiday     weekend      all      summer.
Unfortunately no one had gas money
and we do  not want to  give away  all
our    weekends.          Trophies    were
presented to all exhibitors.   Photos by
Attila Szakonyi.

GEORGIAN  TRIANGLE,
STAYNER, JUNE 9
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Top:     John  Wapshott;  showman's  er!_gin.e  and_sin.all
trietion  engine,  mounted on  rotating  displays_.__ Cer!tre_:
Manf red  Leimgardt  and  his  grandson,  John  W_ap_5hott,
Attila and Erika Szakonyi.  Bottom:  Look what AItila can
do with Meccano Junior!
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CORROSION 0F MECCAN0 ZINC PLATED PARTS
by Dave Feinstein

I read Ted Van Klink's note in
the   Nanch   1997   issue  of   CANADIAN
MEcc^NOTEs with  great  interest  as  I
personally have experienced a similar
problem in my outdcor "Hobby F3oom"
to zinc parts that were stored  in their
original   Meccano   Oak   4   drawered
chests over a period of some 8 years.
The corrosion took the form of a white
po`ndery  substance  and   penetrated
the    zinc    resulting    in    pit    marks
particularly     on     parts     that    were
undisturbed  and  stacked  one on  top
of the other.

No corrosion occurred to any
of  the  other zinc  plated  parts  stored
elsewhere      in      metal     or      plastic
containers.  After restoration the parts
were    powder    coated    (a    modern
process which substitutes paint and is
plastic     in     powder     form     applied
electrostatically and baked.   The new
French Meccano parts are processed
this way and is far more durable and
corrosion  resistant than  paint.)

Cause:       The    Oak   wood
sweats   particularly   in   the   summer
months  and  gives  off  fumes  which
attack  the  zinc  plating.     Apparently
this  is  natural  and  is  a  part  of  the
ageing or drying process of the wood.
It is not unique to oak but prevails  in
all wood to a greater or lesser extent.
If     left,      the     powder     becomes
hydroscopic   and   attracts   moisture
resulting  in  rust and pitting,

Pre-restoration:      Bent   or
disfigured    parts    are    straightened
using  a  nylon  or  plastic  mallet.    The
part is laid out on a perfectly smooth
steel plate suitable secured in a bench
vice.   (The plate I use is 1 in. thick and
some 14in.  long).   Do  not use a steel
hammer as this stretches and indents
the parts beyond repair.

Should any of the parts have
been   previously   painted,   the   paint
should be stripped before proceeding
to  the  next  step.    Zinc  plated  parts
need   not   have   the   zinc   removed.
Nickel plated parts should however be
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electrostatically stripped  as the nickel
is  prone to peel or rust eventually...

The straight or repaired parts
are   not   electrostatically   stripped   of
their    zinc.        I    simply    apply    them
including   any   "new"  or   untarnished
parts to a wire brush wheel  mounted
on  a bench grinder.   The object is to
remove  the  corrosive  white  powder
and   provide   a   smooth   but   buffed
surface which helps with the adhesion
of the plastic coating.

The parts are then "strung" in
lengths   not   exceeding   30in.   (I   use
scrap copper wire available from most
armature or motor rewinders).   When
stringing  the  parts  I  loop  the  copper
wire    through    the    end    holes/slots
around  a  1/2in.  wooden  dowel  rod  in
order to ensure that the wire contacts
the minimum surface edge and yet is
still able to conduct electricity through
the parts.

Powder  Coating  the  Parts:
Powder    coating    is    a    recognized
process   available  worldwide   and   is
performed   by   many  industrial   firms
engaged  in  the  manufacture  of  light
fittings,  garden  furniture,  refrigerator
grid  shelves  and  numerous  coloured
protective  coatings  for  metal   items.
Our "Yellow  Pages" directory  lists  no
less     than      68      companies      in
Johannesburg alone that specialize in
this  field.

Colour  coated  samples  from
the  powder  coaters  are  evaluated  in
order to  obtain  the  nearest  match  to
the   desired   colour.     The   colours   I
request for  use here in  S.  Africa and
are closest to original are:

Liverpool  Medium  Fled  =  F}uby  Red

French   current   Calais   Pled   =   Post
Office  Fled

Liverpool  Yellow =  Maize Yellow

Liverpool Light Green = Cadac Green

Liverpool    Medium    Green    =    Bosal
Green

The   local    coaters    ask   for
batches of between 200 to 600 pieces

or 40 to  100 strings  in  order to  make
the  run  viable.    They charge  me  per
part as the powder is inexpensive and
the  cost  is  90°/o  labour.    If  you  plate
an angle bracket p/n  12 or a 50-hole
girder  the cost  is  the  same  provided
you   stick  to  one   colour  at   a  time.
This    works    out    at    ZAPl    1.20    or
approximately  US $0.25 per item.

PROBLEMS WITH ZINC
PLATING AGAIN

by Gaetan Parent

Zinc      plated      parts      look
beautiful while new, but after a period
begin to show corrosion.   Taken very
early, the corrosion had not dried yet.
Bemove it with bare fingers and towel
the  whole  thing   (model   I   suppose)
until  dry.     If  the  corrosion   is  white,
grey, or black, you have two solutions:
Swap or sale, or cleaning.   Using acid
or similar products is a health hazard
and   must   be   avoided   if   you   don't
know these products.    Plemoving  the
finish   must   be   left   to   the   chrome
shop-but the price?

You      may      remove      the
corrosion by rubbing with Dursol (sold
in     hardware     stores)     or     Autosol
(Canadian  Tire).    If  you  have  only  a
few  parts,  you  may  use  a  polishing
wheel,  made  of  thicknesses  of  cloth
mounted   on   shafting,   driven   by   a
three-or four-stage pulley connected
by  belt drive to  a smaller pulley  on  a
good  old  quarter-horsepower   110V
1725  rpm  motor.    You  put  polishing
compound  all  around  the  periphery,
and apply compound also to the parts
to be cleaned.   If the pulleys are at a
good speed,  the polishing compound
and  the  corrosion  will  mix  into  black
greasy stuff and this can be removed
with  good cotton  rags before  it dries.
One    will    get    used    to    this    job,
considering that the finish is not pitted
and  you  zinc-plated  parts will  again
shine  like  new.
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20-21   September:     Toy  and  Train
Show,   Nepean   Sportsplex   (Ottawa
area),  Saturday-Sunday,  will  have  a
large   Meccano   presence   as   usual.
Call      S.J.      (Jerry)       Dubois      at
(613)746-4533;      or      write:      384
MariaGoretti     Circle,     Vanier     ON,
KI L 6S4

25-26   October:      Enclosed   in   this
issue   is   a   flyer   for   the   Canadian
Toy  collectors      Society     25th
anniversary   show.       CMAMAS   has
been   invited   to   participate.       Note
thatsetup      is     on      Saturday
afternoon/evening  Oct.  25;  the show
is open to the public Oct. 26,  Sunday
only.     There should be ample space
for     Meccano!           lf     you     planto
attend,get      in      touch      with
John  wapshott,      54     Cannon
Pload,  Etobicoke      ON      MBYIS1
(416) 251 -4063.

Accommodation for this show
is   available   at   the   Delta   Toronto
Airport Hotel, just across Dixon  Road
from the Skyway Trade & Conference
Centre at 801  Dixon Pload, Etobicoke,
ON,  M9W  IJ5.    For the special  rate,
mention the Canadian Toy Collectors
Society    show;          hotel     telephone
1-800-668-1444.    (Note  that  this  is
not the  "Hobby  Show"  which  is  Nov.
7-9   and   the   location   is    nor  the
International  Centre!)

7-8-9    November:    Hobby    Show,
International Centre, Mississauga, will
be   in   a  smaller   hall   this  year   and
there  will  not  be  a  large  open  area
inside      the      Meccano      display.
Contact colin    Hoare,    18    Tweedle
St.,Glenwilliams      ON      L7G3S5
(905)  873-8261.

September -January:    lf you want
to spy out the competition, the Ontario
Science   Centre   in   Toronto   has   a
display  called  "Invention  Adventure"
-a  Lego show (not  a  leg show).    It
will   be   in   place   from   Sep.    13   to
Jan.  4.      For   more   information   call
(416) 696-3127.

"MECCANO" ON STAGE IN BROCKVILLE

Meccano   on   Stage:       In   August,
Theatre Brockville's Young Company
(in Ontario) staged  How fo Ear Li.ke a
Child    (and   C»her   Lessons   in   Not
Bej.ng a Grown--up, a musical revue by
Ephron,  Forrester  and  Kahan  with  a
cast  of  thirty  energetic  child  actors.
But      the      chief      attraction      for
Meccanophiles was the set, designed
by Paul Markovich and constructed by
Bryan Boyer-a massive structure in
(imitation!)  Meccano!-up and  down
which  the youngsters swarmed.   Out
in the theatre lobby, Hubert Hogle and
Don   Pledmond  set  up  a  number  of
their larger Meccano models-which
sometimes    puzzled    the    audience
members   on   the   way   in,   but   also
attracted them as they came out after
seeing the "Meccano" on stage!

lt's not the first time Meccano
has been centre stage.  The Meccano
Magazf.ne    of    January     1926     has
pictures  of  giant  models  constructed
for   the   Meccanoland   scene  of   the
Christmas      pantomime      "sleeping
Beauty"   at   the   Empire   Theatre   in
Liverpool,  England.

NOT   MECCANO---BUT   WHAT?

This  Ferris  wheel  was  bits
in  a  box  when  the  Editor  got
it.   Does  anyone  know  what
it  is?  Write  to  the  Editor.
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MODELING CHALLENGE: A WALKING ROBOT NASA LIKES
Dylan    Hovarth    and    fellow

students   of   Waterloo   have   built   a
microprocessor-controlled     autono-
mous   modular  walking  vehicle  that
has  been  dubbed  "cool"  by  the  US
National     Aeronautics    and     Space
Administration.   It began in a systems
design  workshop.    Former  Waterloo
student    and    staff    member    Mark
Tilden,  now working on robots at Los
Alamos, suggested that they tackle a
common  problem  faced  by  walking
robots.    "Most  of  this  size  have  two
degrees    of    freedom    in    their    leg
movement,"     said     Hovarth...     The
movement  tends  to  arc,  weave  and
wobble,    and    is    less   efficient   that
movement   in   a   straight   line."      To
remedy the problem they built a robot
with three degrees of freedom in each
of six legs.   Six provide more stability
than four,  and  greater speed.   Three
motors  per  leg  are  required-a total
of 18-which complicates the control
hardware and software.

The   six-legged   result   was
named  Hexotica,  for  its  six  legs  and
the Atom Egoyan film.   Its design was
influenced    by    research   on    insect
movement.

The     robot's     web     page
explains:        "Our   design    uses   the
inverse control method from industrial
robotic      arms,      with      high      level
subsumption-like     architeeture,     to
guide the leg movements.   This gives
a   degree   of   control   and   range  of
movement    unmatched    with    other
small      walking      robots,      while
maintaining   the   same   robust   and
adaptable    behaviour.         Algorithms
based   on   industrial   robotic   control
allow us to move the foot in a straight
line path  between  any two  points,  an
ability most walking robots of this size
do  not have."

Hovarth admits: "It's not good
for  anything   but   research.     It  can't
carry  anything.,  and  it  breaks  down
frequently.    We  built the  system  that
other people can  improve on."

Hovarth   has   a   scholarship
from the US Department of Energy to
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work in the mobil robotics lab an Ann
Arbour,  Michigan.

[Story   and   picture   courtesy   of   the
University     of     Waterloo     Gazette.]
Here's  a  modeling  challenge  of  you
computer-operated model buffs!

Count 'em:  legs and motors!  Dylan Hovarth and Hexotica,
walking robot developed at the university of Waterloo.
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ANOTHER CANADIAN MODEL:   "SAMSON" LOCOMOTIVE
This   ungainly  contraption   is

the  first   locomotive  to   run   in   Nova
Scotia:  the  "Samson"  of  1838.    Built
by Timothy Hackworth, contemporary
and competitor of the Stephensons, it
is  typical  of  his  early  designs.     The
illustration shows another of his early
engines,   "Derwent"  of  the  Stockton
and   Darlington   F3ailway  in   England,
clearly  showing  such  features  as the
iron    driving    wheels    cast    in    two
concentric  sections  held  together  by
wooden  plugs;  the  firebox  stoked  at
the  chimney  or  leading   end   of  the
engine;   the   tall   steam   dome,   and
external pipes leading exhaust steam
to   provide   draft   up   the   chimney.
Hackworth's     earlier     engines     had
vertical cylinders.  They had no frame
as  such;  ''Samson's"  driving  wheels
ran    in   bearings   bracketed    to   the
boiler,   although   later   a   system   of
equalizing   levers  softened   the   ride.
"Samson"   was   long   stored   in   the

Halifax railway station, but now is in a
display shelter in  New Glasgow,  NS.

The  model  has  a  boiler  shell
made     of     three     rings,     each     of
11x5-hole    and    7x5-hole    Flexible
Plate,  with  all  holes  tilled  with  bolts,
and extended one hole at the rear by
two      11x3-hole      Flexible      Plates

overlapped to the same diameter.   To
allow    clearance   between    adjacent
driving   wheels,   brackets  cannot   be
fastened directly to  the boiler shell  at
standard  spacing.    Two  frame strips
are   made,   each   from   two   Slotted
Strips    with    11/2in.    slots    (p/n    558)

joined  by   7-hole  strips  so  the  end
holes  are  51/2in.  apart  and  there  is  a
midway  free  hole.    Two  Bell  Cranks
without      boss      (p/n       127)      point
downward at the centre hole.  At each
end  3-hole Flat Girders extend down
for   outer   bearings.       These   frame
members are bolted to he boiler using
slightly bend Fishplates, so the frames
are parallel and vertical, with the front
driver   bearing   tour   holes   from   the
front of the boiler.   They will  attach to
the boiler at the line of bolts where the
Flexible  plates  join,     Each  frame  is
extended   two   holes   to  the   rear  by
5-hole  strips  which  will  support  the
footplate.   Along the same line,  angle
brackets  bent  slightly  inward  carry  a
61/2in.   Pack   Strip,   teeth   toward   the
boiler,  as a footboard on  each side.

Each driving wheel consists of
a Faceplate, a 2in. pulley without boss
(p/n  20c)  and  an  8-hole  Wheel  Disc
(p/n  24a)  to which  a Threaded  Pin  is
bolted.   The wheel is held together by

seven 7mm bolts, heads inside on the
Faceplate,  nuts visible outside on the
Wheel  Disc.    Siderods  are  2in.  rods
and  Rod-and-Strip connectors,  held
by  a  collar  on  each  Threaded   Pin.`
The  rear  drivers   also  carry  5-hole
Narrow Strips as connecting  rods.

The   smokebox   is   also   the
firebox.   An 11xl3-hole Flexible Plate
is altered by drilling an extra hole, one
hole in from each end on the midline.
This   is   bent   to   %  of   a   circle   and
attached    to    a   3x3-hole   plate   by
Obtuse  Angle  Brackets.    Across  the
front  a  ring  made  of  a  3-hole  strip
and  Fishplates  is  attached  by  Angle
Brackets  and  at  bottom  a  Threaded
Boss.    (The   model   shown   uses   a
Merkur   covered   strip   to   close   the
bottom of the ring).   The fire door is a
3x3-hole  Flat  plate,  hinged  and with
a      Plight-Angle      F`od-and-Strip
Connector  as  a  handle.    The  smoke
box   is   fastened   to  the   boiler   by   a
F]eversed  Angle  Bracket  at  the  top,
also   carrying   a   Semicircular   plate.
The  top  arm  of  the  Pleversed  Angle
Bracket    is    slightly    bent    to    boiler
curvature, and backed by a Threaded
Boss.   The gap toward the bottom of
the   boiler   is   so   small    no   filler   is
needed.   At the bottom,  a Coupling  is
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"Samson" locomotive by Hackworth (Detail I Tom

paintings by Wentworth D. Folkins)

held  inside the boiler by two Handrail
Supports   (p/n   136)   which   carry   a
sawed-off    Crank    Handle.         This
extends  forward  and  downward  with
an   End   Bearing   (p/n   166)   as   the
tender coupling  (which  precedes  the
engine when  it is running forward)!

The    steam    dome    is    an
11x3-hole  Flexible  Plate curved  to  a
cylinder, overlapped by two holes.  All
holes  are  filled  with  bolts  except the
two  at  the  middle  of the  plate.    The
bottom   edge   is   cut   away   so   the
cylinder fits neatly onto the top rear of
the boiler.   A 50-tooth Contrate Gear
is forced  into the top of the cylinder,
boss upward.   On top of it a Flanged
Wheel  and  a  Pocket  Motor Cap  (p/n
487)  painted  brass  colour  finish  the
dome, and are held by a long bolt and
a  Screwed  Pod.   To  the front of the
steam dome a long bolt (head inside)
holds    a    Collar    and    a    Threaded
Coupling,    capped    by    BCMC    1/2in.
Flanged     Wheel,     or     other     cap,
representing  the  safety  valve.     This
assembly  straddles  a  collar  slipped
onto the middle of the stiff wire of the
exhaust pipe,  holding  it in position.

The  chimney consists  of two
Cylinders held end-to-end by Narrow
Strips,  capped  by  a  Flanged  Wheel,
and held to the smokebox by Screwed
Pods.   The extra holes drilled into the
smokebox plate each hold a Threaded
Boss.   At the third  ring  of boiler bolts
from the front, just below the midline,
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a    Handrail    Support    js
attached to the boiler.   A
piece of stiff wire  is  bent
to shape for  the  exhaust
pipe,      which      curves
downward   and   forward
from  just  in  front  of  the
steam  dome,   is  held  by
the Handrail Support and
extended      to     the
smokebox.     This  wire  is
covered by plastic tubing
painted  brass colour.

A      5x3-hole
Flanged   plate   (p/n   51)
bolted   to   the   rearward
frame   extension   is   the
base of the footplate.  On
each  side of  it  a  Slotted

Angle  Bracket,  3x2-hole  (p/n  M12D
MW)   is  clamped   by   a   5-hole   Flat
Girder so these slotted brackets point
upward  immediately  above  the  rear
axle.   The  Flanged  Plate also carries
a  7x3-hole  Flat  Plate  (p/n  748  MW)
covered  by  overlapped  black  plastic
plates.   A railing  is made of Screwed
Pods  Joined   at  corners  by  4-hole
collars   (p/n   140y),  with  a  3x3-hole
plate for the drivers seat.

The     boiler     backhead      is
another    5x3-hole    Flanged    Plate,
backed  by  a
Semicircular
Plate   at  the
top, and by a
scrap    black
plastic   plate
below  it.    TO
each     upper
corner ot the
Flanged
Plate      is
attached     a
Sleeve  Piece
containing   a
Chimney
Adaptor,
open      end
down,
spaced   trom
the  Plate  by
a      plastic
Spacer.
Each  Sleeve
Piece      is

capped  by  another Chimney Adaptor
carrying a %in. washer.   A Pivot Bolt,
head  inward,  runs  in  the  slot  of  the
bracket and carries a plastic spacer, a
Plod-and  -Strip  Connector,  and  the
end    of    the    5-hole    Narrow    Strip
connecting     rod,     to     which     it     is
locknutted.   The piston  rod  is a  11/2in.
rod.

Before     this      backhead
assembly   is   bolted   to  the  boiler,   a
"fake"  slidebar  assembly  is  made  to

surround    the    slidebar/piston     rod.
Each  is  made of  two  5-hole  Narrow
Strips   bent   to   a   square|_I   shape,
attached   to   a   lx2xl-hole   Double
Angle Strip (p/n 51 e)  and covered by
black Fishplates and Angle Brackets.
All  bolts are setscrews (p/n 69).   Two
such  squares  are  joined  by  3-hole
Narrow  Strips on  the outer side,  and
the whole is attached by a setscrew to
the  middle  hole  of  the  plate  Flange,
below the sleeve Piece.

Two   Handrail   Supports   are
placed  at  the  bottom  midline  of  the
boiler  to  carry  a  Crank  Handle  (full
length)  extending  out and down with
an  End Bearing as the rear coupling.
Threaded   bosses   are   then   placed
inside  the  boiler  at  top  and  bottom,

"Derwent"  1845  Hackworth  locomotive on the Stockton  &
Darlington Railway



and   the   backhead   attached.      The
throttle is a F3od-and-Strip Connector
holding a  1 in.  rod,  carried on the bolt
into the top Threaded Boss.   To slide
the backhead assembly into place, the
bottom   corners  of  the  plastic   plate
must be cut away slightly.

The      model      represents
"Samson" in the condition it has long

been,   without   the   wooden   lagging
which  insulated  the  boiler.    There  is
not   enough    information   about   the
valve gear, so that is not modeled; but
two    Single    Eccentrics    have   been
placed  on  the  third  driving  axle  as  a
nod to the existence of valve  motion.
Nor have fuel and water tenders been
modeled.   It could be motorized from
a  tender.     It  has   been   modeled   in
black,   as   in   its   current   preserved
state.

Parts F]equired:
P/N     Quantity
34
52
6a1
1018
1214
12d2
16a4
16b3
171

18a2
18b1
19s2
202
20c6
24a6
281
37                  180
37(7mm)     42
38d2
481
48e4
512
55b4
5910
631
63c1
6410
6930
742
80a3

816
824
103h                  4
1096
110a                   2
C111d                4
1141

1158
1251

1274
130a                 2
1366
140y                  6
147b                  2
1632
1644
1662
1894
1943

EDITORIAL   (continued   .from
What today is the situation  in

modeling  by  modelers?     No  longer
comprised      chiefly      of      junior
modelers-the   modelers   who   are
creating  the  present-day  record  and
trends  in  the  Meccano  systems  are
adult enthusiasts,  many of them with
technical experience,  in widely varied
fields,    which    they    bring    to    their
avocation.    But their are  nonetheless
three sections,  or preferences, visible
within this new body.   First, there are
modelers, some very competent, who
are  content  to  go  by  the  book:     to
copy models designed by others.   No
longer from Manuals, more likely from
models      illustrated      in      enthusiast
magazines.    It  is  worthwhile  that  the
creations shown  in  CO,  or wherever,
should be copied.   Like the test of the
scientific  method, that  repeatability  is
the  test  of  validity  of  an  experirrient,
the  building  anew of someone else's
model  is  a  test  of  the  validity  of  that
design.       There   exist   instances   of
frustrated     modelers     finding     that
despite their best efforts, they cannot
make  some   published   model  work.
This  can  be  as  much  a  test  of  the
original  designer's  valid  work,   as  a
comment  on  the  individual  modelers
ability.

Second,  there  are  modelers
who    produce    constructions    from
prototype    designs    or    illustrations.
These tend  perhaps  to  be  models  of
practical    constructions-wether    of
machinery (mostly) or static structures
(bridges,  chiefly?).    These  are  often
the highest degree of complexity and
faithfulness to the prototype.

Third,    there    are    modelers
whose      designs      are      entirely

212                10     creations-sometimes      practical
212a                    1
2142
2162
2356
2359                6
487 cap          1
BCMC flanged
wheell/2in.      1
2 ft stiff wire
2      ft      plastic
tubing

versions   of   a   theoretical   idea,   like
Hubert      Hogle's       M6bius      Strip;
sometimes     incarnations     of     pure
whimsy,    like    Don    Quixote   on    his
steed,   or   Keith   Cameron's   inspired
invention   of   Krazy   Klock   or   Tricky
Track.   These are often models which
catch  the  fancy  of  modelers  on  the
first    group-willing    to    indulge    in
whimsy,   provided   someone   else   is
whimsical  first.
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Do  these  trends  in  modeling

reflect   back   to   the   originators,   the
Meccano firm and its designers?   For
fairly    sound    reasons,    they    don't.
Meccano SA has a pretty sound idea
now    of    their    potential    market:    a
youthful  one,  in  which  the  firm  faces
tough   competition.       They   have   a
sound  knowledge  of  the  interests  of
those youthful consumers.   To obtain
such    a    knowledge,    simply   watch
television for the underage consumer.
F]azzle-dazzle, in a phrase.  Meccano
SA  have to  match  the  razzle-dazzle
produced by their competitors.

A   major   regret   experienced
during      the      production      of      this
newsletter  during  the  last  two  years
had been the difficulty of getting adult
enthusiasts to share their activities in
tangible torn.   There is a demand for
"more mechanisms" in  CMrv, and less

history.  Where do these mechanisms
come   from?       From    the   builders,
producers,  creators,  among  the wide
(and   thinly)  spread   group  who   are
brought  into common  contact by the
newsletter.   If people, especially those`
who recognize themselves among the
second and third groups of modelers
suggested   above,   don't  share  their
enthusiasm  and  activity  through  the
medium   which   brings   them   into   a
fellowship,  the hobby can't flourish.

Don Redmond

MECCANONET

The  British  Columbia  Meccano
Club  is  now  represented  on  a
World  Wide  Web  page  mounted
by  Jim  Picton  of  Maple  Ridge,
BC.     The  address  is:
http://users.uniserve.comAt
picton/    [No  space  after  j!

An  Australian  group  called"Spanner"  is  also  on   'Net;
to  reach  them,  address:
majordomo@jcu.edu.au    and
type  "subscribe  spanner";
they  send  4-7  items  a  day.
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A CANUCK IN CONNECTICUT:
The    A.C.    Gilbert    Heritage

Society     held      it's     sixth     National
meeting  on  July  12.   The giant swap
meet  and  exhibition  was  held  in  the
Gilbert    Factory,    at   the   corner   of
Blatohley Ave.  and  Peck St.,  "Erector
Square".   New   Haven,    Connecticut;
where for six decades the A.C. Gilbert
Company      manufactured      Erector
construction   sets,   games,   puzzles,
microscope    sets,     telescope    sets,
telegraph kits, lead moulding "Kaster"
kits,  Anchor  Blocks,  American  Flyer
Trains and (in the off season for toys)
household appl iances-fans, toasters,
massage    vibrators,     food     mixers,
vacuum     cleaners,     heaters,     juice
extractors and hair dryers.

In     addition     to     the     avid
collectors  there  was  Charlton  Gilbert
-nephew,    and    A.C.    Gilbert    3rd,

grandson     of     the    original     Alfred
Carlton  Gilbert.    There  was  a  good
mix  of   all   Gilbert   products   but  the
main   focus   was   the   Erector   Sets.
Featured  models were the Parachute
Drop,  Ferris  Wheel,  and  Merry-go-
Plound made in Type 2 Erector by Lou
Bosselli; Hudson  Locomotive, Tender
and train about the two table-Iengths
long   by   Lewis   Gotze.      A  4m   long
Titanic  ocean  liner  by  Frosty  Wyrick
was  an  impressive  model  and  was
transported on an open boat trailer,

which attracted alot of attention in the
hotel  parking  lot!    My  Ferris  wheel  in
Type 1  Erector was picture in the Ivew
Haven    I?egi'sfer's    article    on     the
"homecoming"  Sunday July  13.

A   tour   of   the    Eli    Whitney
Museum and dedication of an historic
marker  at  the  site  of  Mysto  Mfg.  Co.
(1909-1911),     157    Valley    St.,    the
predecessor company of A.C.  Gilbert
Mfg.  Co,  and   Petrie  Lewis  Mfg.  Co.
(Magic      Products),      i inished      the
festivities  on  Sunday.

This was my first venture into
crossing  an  international  boarder  to
exhibit,  thus  I was slightly appre-

hensive,   but   all   went   well.      First   I
secured a letter of intent, from a show
organizer,  stating that the model was
crossing  the  boarder  to  be  exhibited
and  returned  afterward,  and was  not
for  sale.    An  informal  greeting  in  the
parking    lot    was    followed    by    the
Welcoming  Party  on  Friday  night.   A
banquet   followed   the   Exhibition   on
Saturday.    This  here  Crazy  Canuck
was   warmly   welcomed   by   a   great
bunch      of      American      Erector
Enthusiasts  from   all  over  the   USA,
and   I   am   looking   forward   to   next
year's  meeting.

John A. Wapshott

Titanic model by Wyrick, 4m long.

Erector collectors make their way home
By  Pct®r  Dalpo
Begister  Staff

NEW  HAVEN  -  Dave  Nap-
per's story was the same as other
collectors  gathered  Saturday  for
the sixth annual Erector show at
theHbji:?£C3uoifdTnegf,ffnoguss#

E:,:ittl.:fitsei`rfi.r.dre::,¥daipd?
But when he outgrew the toy. his
mother  threw  it  out."I   wish   she   hadn't   done

ffa£;kgejjS¥#::gcr::nfi3:vl:£¥o::
siasts of the Erector sets and oth-

::yt:y&ecrr,ex¥.1%]#iwbrHo:Vi#

geih:o:iititonas,h£Fec:%¥d:[

;:;aSct€heii:±et]ij\jn:o:u%oesrc?i:de&?:t8::;
rna?::: A?cYo6lfl':el.¥ge;thit:X
closed  in   1967,   made  Erector,
chemistry   and   magic   sets   and

:Othu:a ,t:£ ;ny  dwoticg?   children

f±f:,?ilEe::ITi,Spt:9ef:dal:nesofeiE
meeting of Erector collectors has
met in New Haven.  malcing this
sixth  annual  event  a  homecom-
ing  of  sorts.

o]]s?ag:rdwmhi;Sfrtt°e:d¥#:vpe-e
come from across the nation and
even Canada to attend the meet-

;!§:a:oe:::f¥;:eaa:G%fi!ii:r;#ei3m¥t:` `1 think it's kind of a brother-
hood,"  said Baker.  "It's hard to
find someone in your hometown

¥bho°ut£SLysstsfajr¥y as you are

§nLi§!:e:i:§i:siig:§e§;¥n:ea:;:o;:t§

;a:gfps%:::tsc`:?:cSf#n:gg.fo:g:e#n::
:ffieTecopn¥tohrseftoessun;£nseheodwts:

m`Jr.eB#£S¥ageyii:..ensdalEPNbaupy5;nr:
The   show.drew   some   who

were  not  collectors.

i:oi:g?:::dEjs::¥::¥5i?o:eai!n:

#::ti:3eE:i¥:gp#agna.F;h¥:
collector.

I.Back.then,  kids  used  their

i#enftifr¥;:'n.Said Irene small
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Gilbert Heritage Society:

Gilbert   Heritage  Society   meet,   New
Haven:          Top,     Erector     Hudson
Locomotive    set    and    other    sets;
second,      Erector     train     cars,
American      Flyer      gauge;      third,
Erector    White    Truck    and    other
sets;      bottom,      pile      driver      and
f reight cars.
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MOMENTARY-PAUSE VARIABLE-SPEED GEAR
Hubert Hogle has designed a

useful mechanism which produces an
output  with   a  momentary  pause  at
one point in the rotation.  This is often
used in machinery where for instance
items are moved into position where a
momentary  stop  is  necessary  before
the   item   moves   further,   as   in   an
assembly  line.     A  constant-velocity
input    rotation    of    an    eccentrically
-mounted gear is transformed  into a
more rapid rotation of an output gear
for three-quarters of each revolution,
and a very slow output rotation for the
remaining quarter.

One  photograph  shows  the
mechanism      mounted      between
sideplates   as   it  would   normally   be
used.  The other photograph shows a
side view of the mechanism with one
sideplate removed for clarity; the input
and  output shafts  are journalled  in  a
4-hole  Narrow  Strip  to  make  clear
their location.

The   input   shaft   is   in   two
sections.       Each   section   carries   a
coupling by one end cross-bore, and
the two Couplings are joined by a 11/2
in. rod in the opposite end bores. This
rod   carries   a  trame   made   of   two
Curved Strips (90a) joined at the tree
outer   end    (the   right   side   in   the
photographs)  by  a  15 in.  bolt,  and  at
the inner end by a long (23mm) AIIen
pivot bolt on which a 25-tooth  Pinion
runs   free.      The   rod   between   the
couplings   carries   a  57-tooth   gear,
and a Collar as a spacer, triese being
locked to the rod.

Another frame of two Curved
Strips also has its inner end loose on
the pivot bolt which carries the Pinion.
The output shaft is in one piece,  and
is journalled in the middle holes of the
second   curved   frame,   and   in   the
sideplates   three   holes   (2in.)   away
from   the   input   shaft.       A   second
57-tooth   gear   inside  the   left-hand
curved  frame  is  fixed  to  the  output
shaft  and  spaced  so  it  engages  the
Pinion,  but clears  the first Gear.    To
show  the  pause,  a  Crank  is  fixed  to
the output shaft so the pause occurs
when the Crank is vertical.
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When   the  input  shaft   is
rotated  uniformly,  the  input  Gear
acts    as   an   eccentric   gear   of
variable     radius-of     smallest
radius  when  the  Couplings  point
away   from   the   output   shaft,   of
largest radius when the Couplings
point  inward.   The curved frames
rock  back  and  forth,  maintaining
the  Pinion  and  Gears  in  contact.
The  output  Gear  rotates   rapidly
when   the   input   Gear   is  closest
(they actually overlap).

For humorous models, the
rocking    action    of    the    curved
frames  may  also  be  useful.    The
outer    end    of   the    input   frame
actually  follows  a  vertical  down-
ward  patri,  with  an  almost  hori-
zontal    withdrawal    path    at    the
bottom  and  advance  at  the  top.
This   is  similar  to  the  gate-claw
motion    in    early    motion-picture
projectors   and   could    be    used
where     an     advance-and-stop
motion  is  desired.   Note  that  the
black  crank  shown  for  clarity  on
the front of the input shaft (at the
right in the second photograph)  is
a Marklin  hand-crank.
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SKEGEX EXHIBITION 1997
by Colin Hoare

a:          What     could     possibly     be
better    that    going    to    the
Skegex  Exhibition?

A:            Managing   to   get   there   two
years in a row!

I  was  fortunate  to  be  able  to
return   to   Skegness   for   a   second
helping of the show in early July.   The
trip to  Britain was essentially a family
affair,  so  I  could  only  attend  for  one
day,  but  the  very  fact  of  being  there
was enough.

The future of the show itself is
in jeopardy.   The  Festival  Pavilion,  in
which     the    exhibition     is     held,     is
apparently  not   in  good  shape.   The
Skegness   Council   is   losing   money
and     do     not     think     it     is     worth
refurbishing.    At this time,  things  are
very much  up in the air.

What   of   this   year's   show?
Once   again   trie   selection   of   out-
standing  models was  equal  to  those
from previous shows.  I made notes of
only a selection of the models present
-over one hundred  modelers came
for at least one of the three days.

Winner of the lssigonis Shield
for  the  best  model  of  the  show  was
John Bridger, who brought one of the
finest fairground  models anyone  has
ever seen.  It was called the "Condor",
and  built  to  1:10  scale.     It  had  four
units    of    tour    chairs    that    rotate
individually, built around a central unit
that  also  rotated,   and  at  the  same
time the whole assembly climbed the
central tower 9ft 8in.  high.   The lifting
assembly  has  six  steel  cables,   and
inside  the  tower  is  a  9kg  counter-
weight.  John won the lssigonis Shield
some   years   ago   for   his   model   of
Ronald Searle's "Nellie". John took the
present model to an exhibition organ-
ized by the British  Fairground Model-
ers   Association,   where   the   models
could  be  made  out  of  anything.    His
was  the only  model  built of  Meccano
-and he took first prize there as well.

Fairground      models      were
plentiful    this    year,    several    for    a

second time.   Several were models of
machines  found   in  amusement  ar-
cades at fairgrounds.  Boger Marriott's
"Cat & Mouse" game looked interest-

ing,  but  I  did  not  see  it  in  operation.
Brian   Ashton   had   several   models,
notably  Shooting  Gallery  and  Crazy
Seesaw (the former already described
in  CO;  the  latter will  appear soon).

Plob Mitchell's latest version of
his  Lego  Basher  (Mark  Vl)  was  next.
Perhaps the closest to this model that
comes to  mind  is  Ed  Barclay's  Gov-
ernment  Operations,  but  even  this  is
still some distance away.   The model
bashes Lego models to bits, and then
the  parts  are shunted  all  around  the
model.  It already contains about 450ft
of  Angle  Girders and  over  700 21/2in.
Strips!    The  model  consists  of  three
self-contained   units,   one   of  which
awaits  completion!     ln  all,  a  brilliant

piece ot construction by someone with
a wonderful sense of humour.

There     was     a     strong
representation   from  countries   other
than    England,    led   by   the   Dutch.
Michael Adler's lron field Mantle Clock
was a delight and will be published as
a     modelplan     by     Geoff     Wright.
Another   model   from   the   Continent
was  a superb  New  York  Fire  Engine
by   Marcel   Bebischung.      Weighing
50kg,  the  model  took  800  hours  to
construct, using 6,000 nuts and bolts,
and  had  fifteen working components.
Marcel   added   several   features   to
enhance the model, including flashing
lights    and    siren.       The    extending
ladder was  also  a work of  art.    This
model  came  a  close second  to  John
Bridger's winner in the voting for best
model of the show.

Ships   on   display   this   year
merit  mention  because  of  the  Vttori.a
Va/enci.a,    built    by    the    late    Geoff
Coles  and  still  extant,   lend  by  Ann
Coles.       Bert   Churchill   brought   his
HMS  Ark  I?oya/,  a  picture  of  which
was    in    the    last    North    Midlands
Meccano Newsmag. There was also a
WW    11    Tribal    class    destroyer,    a
notable   feature   of   which   was   the

anti-aircraft guns,  made of  rods with
19-tooth   pinions   held   in   place   by
Spring  clips-

Howard  Somerville  this  year
supplied a 1910 Hathorn-Davey Triple
Expansion  Engine, the prototype now
being   in   the   Kew   Bridge   Museum.
Beautifully smooth in operation, mas-
sive in size and to be published in CO.

Joe  Ethridge  crossed  to  this
side of the Atlantic this year,  bringing
fAree   railway    locomotives.        If   full
construction    details    are    supplied,
someone will  rebuild  the  model,  and
for Joe's  locomotives we have mostly
to thank Keith Cameron.   The models
were  of  the  Heisler  locomotive,  the
Lombard  log-hauler,   and  the  Shay
locomotive.    Only  the  latter  had  not
been   Keith's   work.       John   Stinton
abandoned  his  cranes  and  focused
his  attention  on   railway  stock.     His
Goods Train was also featured in the
July 1997 Ivewsmag, and consisted of
a  diesel  locomotive  of  the  1950's,  to
which  were  coupled  a  Bogie  Bolster`
'A'  wagon,  a  tank  wagon  and  a  BPl

brakevan.    John  also  had  a  second
loco   on   display,   the   Lancashire   &
Yorkshire  0-4-0  saddletank  known
affectionately as "Pug".

An Arnfield Detached Gravity
Escapement  clock  was  exhibited  by
Michael  Adler.    This was  an  attempt
at  precision  time  keeping  where  the
pendulum  is  detached  from  the  un-
locking of the escape wheel.  This is a
Mantle   Clock  with   glass   case   and
wooden plinth.

Stationary    Steam     Engines
always make good models, and there
were plenty on  display.   The finest of
these was built by Howard Somerville.
It  was  a  1910  Hathorn  Davey  Triple
Expansion vertical steam engine to be
found    at   the   Kew    Bridge   Steam
Museum.     This  was  an  example  of
model building at its best.  Impeccably
researched,     beautifully  constructed
and smooth  running.

There   were   some   excellent
road   vehicles   to    be   seen.       The
very best of these was the superb
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SKEGEX  1997:    1:  John  Bridger's
Conclor fairground I lyer, Issigonis
Shield  winner.    2:  Bernard  Shaw
and Brill windmill. 3: Winners, L-F\:
Marcel     Flebischung,    2±,    John
Bar:dRguejrt',§SFj4g:jn:SesEtn#,]ddteA&art]9V5aons

good train. (Photos: Nigel Barker)
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(L. to F1.)  Robin Johnson, editor of
Constructor    Quarterly;    Norman
Taylor,  son  of  Griff ith  P.  Taylor,
holding  the  book  of  his  father's
Flobot   Gargantua;   Mrs.   Dorothy
Taylor,  w.Idow  of  Grit I ith  Taiylor,
Colin Hoare, presiclent of CMAMAS;
Alan  Partridge,  sub-editor  of  CQ;
Brian     Shute,     who     surprised
everyone  with   a   rebuild   of   tr\e
controller   for   Gargantua.   (Photo
courtesy of A. a. Partridge).

SKEGEX EXHIBITION - JULY 1997
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American  Fire Engine built by Marcel
Pebischung   of   Haguenau,   France.
The   model   contained   every  device
that  opened  and  shut  complete  with
spades,     pipes,     buckets.          Each
compartment had  its own door, each
part had its own specific colour.  Each
device worked faultlessly.   The model
took  one's  breath   away.     I  do  not
exaggerate   such   expertise.      There
may have been many parts that were
not   Meccano,   but   the   effect   was
simply stunning.   That it was brought
such  a  long  distance  is  achievement
in  itself.    At  closing  time,  I  saw  how
carefully    it   was    packed    away    in
sections   with   wooden   battens   and
stiffeners.  A remarkable achievement.

The Dutch members were well
represented,   and   pre-eminent  was
Aart   van    de   Puit   with    his    radio
controlled      Lemniscaat     Gantry
Mounted  Level  Luf f ing  Grab  Crane.
This   huge  model  was  a  delight  to
observe.   It worked faultlessly at scale
speed, and one had to search the hall
to  f ind  the operator.    At one  stage  I
was  sitting  at  a  distance  across  the
hall and was astounded horrified and
shocked to see the cab and jib slowly
toppling  from   its  turntable.     I   don't
know  how  he  did  it,  but  one  of  our
Meccano   friends   caught  the  whole
construction  literally  in  his  arms.   He
must have saved the model from in-
stant destruction and perhaps serious
injury to anyone underneath.   I could
hardly   wait   to   tind   out   what   had
caused this catastrophe.   Apparently,
Aart   had   been   demonstrating   the
opening  and closing jaws of the grab
to   an   infant,   who   grasped   it   and
wouldn't  let  go!     The  expression  of
Aart's   red   and   harassed  face  was
classic, and he could be seen hard at
work getting the huge model back on
its   bearings   and   re-threading   the
pulley   blocks.     Betore  long,   it  was
performing a faultlessly as ever.

Pleturning to Keith Cameron's
contributions,     two     more     models
caught  my eye.   The first was  Poger
Beeston's     scaled-down     lmperator
fairground model,  much simpler than
Keith's original, but working on exactly
the same lines.   The second was Tim
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Grant's version of the Fantasy Factory
originally designed by Guiseppe Ser-
vetti  and  rebuilt  by  Keith.    Tim  paid
tribute  to  Keith   but  added  that  the
model had been extensively "tweatect
to   get   it   to   work.       I   found   that
interesting-but  hard  to  believe,  as
Keith's   models,   to   my   knowledge.
always ran smoothly!

Last    year    I    unintentionally
omitted Pete Pyefinche's model-Pete
let   me   know   I   was   guilty   of   the
omission!     His  quality  1997  offering
had  its  origins  in  Canada,  based  on
the    Western    Star    Bush    Tractor,
designed for working on the ice slopes
in  northern  Canada.    The  prototype
started  as  a  6x6  normally-controlled
vehicle,   subsequently   converted   by
the manufacturer to a 8x6.  Afterward
it was found that the three axles at the
back affected the steering, so an extra
steering   axle   was   installed   at   the
front.     The  prototype  used   several
components    acquired    from    other
manufacturers,     notably    from    the
U.S.A.     Pete  stated  that  the  model
followed   Keith   Cameron's   Kenworth
tractor in some sections, the suspen-
sion  being  identical  to  his  model,  for
example.   The wheels came from  an
interesting    source-    action    man
vehicles!   Pete had bought eleven old
Action Man vehicles from secondhand
sources, eg car boot sales (British for
garage sales), took a hacksaw to each
and  cut  the  axles  in  half  to  get  the
four wheels-then discarded the rest!

Not  everything   at  the  show
was    Meccano.        The    best    Other
Systems  model  to  my  mind  was  the
Ferris Wheel in  Trix by John Thorpe.
Building  models  with  this  system   is
not  easy,  as  Trix  has  only  48  basic
parts, including all the electrical ones.
John used the (as yet unbuilt) London
Millennium  Wheel  as prototype.   The
model was 2 metres high and had 16
cars as well as eight light circuits, four
running clockwise, four anticlockwise.
John   unfortunately   burned   out  two
motors  but  replaced  them,  and  the
model ran extremely smoothly.  Since
Trix  is  made  out  of  aluminum,  the
weight  of  the  model  was  a  problem.
Al    the    angle    girders    had    to    be

reinforced  with  steel  angle  girders  to
prevent buckling.  There are no plates
in  the  Trix system,  so  the cars  were
filed  in  using  pieces  of  plastic which
John  told  me  involved  some delicate
work with  a guillotine.

The Seattle Space Needle has
probably    never    been    modeled    in
Meccano  before,  but  here  is  was  on
display.    Unfortunately,  I  did  not  get
the name of the modeler,  no doubt it
will  be  in  the  rvewsmag report.    The
Large circular parts were put to good
L)se,   including   four   Large-Toothed
Chiadrants and Large Flanged flings.

Windmills are rarely modeled
in  Meccano,  other than  simple ones.
At  this  year's  show,   Bernard  Shaw
produced an outstanding version of a
17t+ century Brill windmill, the original
of which was in the Vale of Aylesbury.
His   model    included    many   of   the
internal workings of a windmill of the
period,  all  fully operational.

There   was   a   very   special
reason  I  wanted  to  be  at  this  show.
Headers  will  recall  the  article  I  wrote
describing  the  search  for  Griffith  P.
"Bill"   Taylor,   designer  of  the   F3obot

Gargantua model briefly described  in
the Meccano Magazi.ne in  1937.   The
model  was  years  ahead  of  its  time
because it was controlled  by a roll of
punched  paper tape.   Sadly,  Bill died
of  a  heart  attack  last  November,  but
not  before  he  received  his  personal
copy of the COspecial Publication that
was  the writeup  ot  his  model.    As  a
result  of  this  publication,   his  widow
and   son   Norman   made   a  point  o{
flying   to   Britain   to   be   at   Skegex.
They wanted to meet Robin Johnson,
Alan  Partridge  and  yours  truly;  and
naturally we wanted to meet them.   It
was  a  marvellous  moment  when  we
all  came  together,  and  the  souvenir
photographs of the group will be ones
we  will   all   treasure.     There   is   one
additional person in the picture:  Brian
Shute, who had  taken the plans and
rebuilt the paper tape drive.   This  he
had     connected     to     a     miniature
mechanical   man   controlled   from   it.
Brian   plans  to   complete  the  crane
itself  and   have   it  operating   for  the
1998 show-wherever it is held.
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ONLY IN CANADA, EH? Ill.-CANADIAN STEEL INSTRUCTOR

dr

By  Don Fledmond and John Wapshot

This   is   the   third    in   a   series   on
the     history     of      Canadian-made
construction      systems.            Earlier
articles     were     on     The     Engineer
(June     1996)     and     Castle     Builder
(December  1996.)

Like Castle Builder, Canadian
Steel    Instructor    was    one    of    the
wartime    substitutes    for    Meccano,
produced   probably   in   the   1914-18
period.        Structomode    too,    which
remains to be examined in this series,
was of the same era.  When Meccano
was   again   available   from   England
after  the war,  local  systems  seem  to
have  disappeared-though  Structo-
mode    may    have    lasted    another
decade.     Because  of  short  life  and
small   production,   all  these  systems
are   now   scarce   and   little   known.
Canadian  Steel  Instructor was in fact
unknown until early 1996, when John
Wapshott found in Toronto the boxed
remnants     of    a     No.11/2    set.          In
mid-1997  the  remnants  of  a  poster,
or   poster   sized    instruction    sheet,
turned   up   in   Nova   Scotia.      These
together   give   a   basis   for   a   brief
account  of  a  system  which   has  an
interesting resemblance to other metal
construction  systems  of  the  period,
systems  from  the   United   States  as
well  as  England.

The   original    box   found    is
about  14x9xl   in.   On  the dark green
cover, dull but readable, is "Canadian
Steel  Instructor  I  No.1   Set  $1"  and  a
design  of  the  Canadian  red  ensign
flag  (the  British  Union  Flag  in  the fly,
with  the  arms  of  Canada  in  the  red
field) used a as late as the 1960's with
"Made  in  Canada"  below.    Inside  the

lid  is a sticker on which  are listed the
contents of a No.11/2 set.   The cover is
so  dark  that  copying   it  so  far  has
been  unsuccessful.

In     the    box    as    found     a
miscellaneous   lot  of  parts:   about  a
third    early    nickel-plated    Meccano;
about a third,  parts of Modelit (Phase
2),  an  American construction  system
of    the     post-World     War     period,

distinctive  parts  with  alternate  round
and   square   holes.      The   remaining
Meccano-like      parts      seemed      to
correspond with those on the contents
sticker,     including    two    4in.     angle
girders,   a   flat   sector   plate,   and   a
5x7-hole  flat  plate.    One  immediate
thought   was   that   these   might   be
Castle Builder, or Modelit of Phase 1 ,
which   did   not   have   the   alternate
round/square   holes   and   which   did
have      similar      distinctive      parts.
However, the Castle Builder flat sector
plate   has   two   sfra;.gnf  ends.      The
Modelit   sector   plate,   while   it   does
have a concave 3-hole end,  has the
cross  rows of holes at both wide and
narrow  ends  on  circular  arcs.     The
C.S.I.   sector  plate   is   shown   in   the
illustrated  parts  list,  discovered  later,
to have a concave narrow end and a
sf/a/.ghf  5-hole  end.    In  both  Castle
Builder  and  C.S.I.  the  rows  of  holes
are  straight.     There  are  other  slight
differences  from  Modelit parts.

Eugene   Schofield    in    Nova
Scotia     provided     the     first     paper
material on  C.S.I.:   a set of clippings,
mounted on pages from some kind of
blank  workbook.     When  these  were
photocopied,      cut      out      of      their
background,    and    pieced    together,
they  proved  to  be  a  nearly  complete
set  about  18x24  in.,  with  the  name
CANADIAN    STEEL    INSTPUCT0B
across      the      top,      twenty-five
illustrations   of   models,   and   in   the
centre of the sheet an illustrated parts
chart  and  price  list.    F3egrettably,  like
the  box  cover  it  was  not  practical  to
reproduce the sheet for  CAAV.   Below
the   system   name   at   the   top,   one
section of the sheet is lacking; it might
have contained  a  maker`s  name and
address.   The only other information,
beyond that for each model, is .'MADE
IN  CANADA"  at the bottom.

The  lists of parts  required for
each model do not always agree with
the   illustrations.      For   instance,   the
"Polishing      Wheel"      (model      No.1)

clearly shows a bush wheel  not in the
list   below   it,   whereas  the   "Grinder"

(No.18)   lists  a  bush  wheel  which   is

clearly  not  in  the  model  shown.   The
bottom  corner  of  the  "poster"  says
"SEE  OTHEPI  SIDE"  though  there  is

nothing on the other side!

The models shown are typical
of    Meccano's    Set    1     cttca    1914.
Comparison with other systems about
that      date      shown      reasonable
resemblance  between  C.S.I.   models
and  seven  of  Meccano,   eight  from
American    Model    Builder,    and   five
Structomode   Set    1    models.       An
illustration  showing  the  use  of  angle
girders  for  the  flanges  of  the  sector
and    rectangular   flat   plates   clearly
shows the concave narrow end of the
sector plate.

The contents of Set 1  can be
found   from   the   parts   required   for
models  on  the  "poster".    Tabulating
these with the contents list of Set 11/2,
found   in   the   box,   also   shown   the
contents of a so-far undiscovered Set
2.    Blanks  in  the  parts  list  for  Set  2
suggest   that   there   should   be   still
larger   sets-Set   3    and    perhaps
others.   An intriguing feature of C.S.I`.
is  the  obviously  derivative  range  of
parts.   The illustrated  list is,  except to
the   triangular-handled    screwdriver
and  the  single-ended  spanner,  and
exact  copy  of  the  display  of  Modelit
(Phase  1)  parts  of  the  same  period,
even   to   part   numbers.     This  does
raise  the question  whether  in  tact  all
parts   shown   were   actually   in   the
C.S.I.  range.    There  are  also  strong
resemblances  to  parts   in   American
Model   Builder-with   the   exception
that  AMB  had  flanged  plates  rather
than   solely   flat   plates   plus    angle
girders.     Indeed  Meccano  had  only
121/2in.  and  51/2in.  angle  girders  until
1919, and AMB never had any others,
whereas  both  Modelit  and  C.S.I.  had
a variety of angle girders.   Wherever
flat plates  are  used  in the 25  models
shown, angle girders are used to edge
them-both   5xll-hole   and   sector
plates.      Oddly,   while   a   4in.   angle
girder  was  provided  to  go  with  the
sector   plate,   no   31/2in.   angle  girder
was provided to go with the "medium
sized" 5x7-hole flat plate.   Perhaps it
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was  intended   only  that  the  5-hole
angle  girder  be  used  on  the  shorter
sides-to resemble the Meccano p/n
53.

C.S.I.    like   AMB    had   three
lengths of crank handles (two lengths
have been found),  and a 2x5x2-hole
double   angle   strip   (but   AMB   later
introduced a lx5xl-hole d.a.s.).   The
spring-steel  pawl   in   C.S.I.,   early  in
AMB  and  Modelit  is  a  direct  copy  of
the original  Meccano  pawl,  as  is  the
wire     screwdriver     with     triangular
handle,  used  by  Meccano from  1901
to   1911.      What   appears   to   be   a
flanged  wheel,  C.S.I.  p/n  20  also  in
the modelit range, might be a flanged
and grooved wheel  like the Meccano
1911  patented  part,  but  like the AMB
flanged   wrieel   has   the  boss   i.nsi.de
the   flanged   side-a   better   design
which Meccano never adopted.

C.S.I.   perforated   strips   are
wider      than      Meccano      strips
(0.556in./14,1mm,      rather      than
0.500in.)   and   are  sturdy  at  0.038-
0.042in. ; flat plates are 0.032in. thick.

Whether the problem of side-by-side
lapping  of strips was  tackled  in  large
C.S.I.  models  cannot  be  guessed  at
the moment.  Average C.S.I. hole size
in 0.167in. (41/4mm).   Axles and crank
handles    are    0.157in.,    as    against
Meccano's     0.160in.     Collars     and
bosses     of     wheels     are     0.388in.
diameter;      Meccano      bosses     are
0.375in.  (gin.).   Nuts and bolts are NC
#8-32,   a  common  North  American
size,    the    nuts    being    roughly   cut
5/16in.   square.       Tapped    holes   in
bosses are NC #6-32.

The     peculiarity      of     sets
numbered  "1/2"  has  not  been  entirely
explained.    Both  AMB and  C.S.I.  use
the   "1/2"   suffix   for   accessory   sets,
which converted one numbered set to
the  next  larger  whole  number.    A.C.
Gilbert confused things by using a "1/2"
suffix for  regL7/ar Erector sets; why?

Who   made  Canadian   Steel
Instructor?     As  yet  we  don't  know.
The   Set   1    box   found   has   on   its
underside  a  stencilled  legend,  partly
covered  by the ornamental  paper  on

the   box,    the    letters    visible   being
PPOULE  CO>  I  TOPONTO.    This  is
stencilled on the millboard from whicli
the box was made, and is the name of
Collett & Sproule, listed in the Toronto
city  directories  as  box  makers  from
1913  onward.     This  gives  an   initial
date:     C.S.I.   is  probably  from   1914
onward,    a   wartime   substitute    for
Meccano.

What   seems   more   than   a
coincidence is that the set contents of
both  the  No.1  and  No.11/2  C.S.I.  sets
are (allowing tor a few losses over the
years    in    the    latter,    and    possible
unused   parts   in   the   No.1    models)
identical  with  the contents  of  Modelit
(Phase   1)   Sets   1   and   lA,   and   by
extension  Set 2.   This might suggest
that      C.S.I.      was      an      imported
repackaged  version  of  Modelit.    But
there are differences:   the form ol the
sector  plate,  the  tools  and  possibly
others  since  we  do  not  have  a  full
range  of  parts  in  hand.    The  poster
and manual proclaim C.S.I. "MADE IN
CANADA".   Modelit was produced by
the   Watrous   Manufacturing   Co.   of
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East Hampton, Connecticut, in sets up
to   No.5.      Could   C.S.I.   have   been
made  in  Canada  under  licence  from
the  Watrous   Co.?      Even   made   in
Canada  using  some  dies  and  press
tools   from   the   Watrous   Co.?      But
what about the difference in parts, for
example the flat sector plates?  There
were   several   toy   firms   in   Toronto,
mostly toy importers and wholesalers;
but  there  are  three  firms  which  are
possibilities:        in    Toronto,    Manual
Constructor  Company,  and  Pleliance
Toy  Co.,  which  made steel structural
toys;    and     in     Bowmanville,     Ont.,
Standard    Toys    Ltd.    which    made
structural   metal   toys.      All   were   in
business  about  1916-18.     Unfortu-
nately the trade directories do no give
detailed      information      about      the
products of these companies, nor the
trade names used.

Further  research  is  needed,
and  one  hopes  for  the  discovery  of
additional  material.

PARTS LISTS
EL        Part Name
1                12'/2in.  Angle Girder
2               51/2in.  Angle Girder
3              4'/2in.  Angle Girder
4              4in.  Angle Girder
5              2'/2in.  Angle Girder
6               11/2in.  Angle Girder
7               12l/2in.  Pert.  Strip
8              8'/2in.  Pert.  Strip
9               51/2in.  Perf.  Strip
10.'        4l/2in.  Pert.  Strip
11              31/2in.  Perf.  Strip
12            21/2in.  Perf.  Strip
13            2in.  Pert.  Strip
14             11/2in.  Pert.  Strip
15             1in.  Perf.  Strip
16              11/2in.  Pulley

17             1jn.  Pulley
18             t/2in.  Pulley
19           Bush wheel
20          Flanged wheel
21            11/2in.  Sprocket wheel
22           1 in.  Sprocket wheel
23           1 I/2in Gear wheel

y2 in,  Crown Gear
n.  Crown Gear

28          Worm wheel
29           Collar & Setscrew
30          Screw & Nut
31           Washers

Angle Brackets
Large  Bent Strip
Small  Bent Strip
Hanger Strip
Double  Bent Strip
Single  Bent Strip

38          Hook
39            11/2in.  Spring
40          Screwdriver
41           Eye piece
42           Propeller  BIade
43          Paw'
44          S panner
45           Chain,  4ft
46          Seetor plate
47           Large (Flat)  plate
48           Small  (Flat)  Plate
49           Medium (Flat)  Plate
50           Crank Axle
51           4'/2in  crank
52           5t/2in.  Crank
53           61/2in.  Crank
54           llt/2in.  Axle  Bod
55           8in,  Axle  F]od
56           6in.  Axle  F]od
57            5in.  Axle  F]od
58           4l/2in. Axle  Bod
59            3t/2in.  Axle  F}od

2in.  Axle  F3od
tin.  Axle Pod
Cord
Wood Screw

List  in  Set  1 I/2 says  "4in."

The Marklin Giant Wheel Set May Have Giant Shortages!
The   following   article   appeared    in
the    Southern    California    Meccano
and   Erector   Club  Newsletter.     Be-
cause   of   its   importance,   it   is   re-
peated here with their agreement.

The recently released Marklin
Metall     "Wiener     F]iesenrad"     (Giant
Wheel)   construction   set   (No.10821)
contains some 5,720  parts to  build  a
5-foot   high   model   of   the   famous
Vienna Prater Ferris Wheel.   It is truly
a  magnificent  model.     However  the
set  may be  missing  some parts,  so  I
took     an     inventory     of     my     set,
comparing    that   with   what   should
actually  be  required  according  to  the
instructions  to  build  the  model.     My
instruction  manual  is  dated  "601144
11  96  na" which  indicates  November
1996.   I opened  a  Pandora's box!

The  good  news  is,  the  parts
that  I  have  conform  closely  with  the
parts   list   in   the   manual   on   pages
28-29.  There were a couple of minor
shortages, but there were some extra
parts  too.  The bad news is, the parts
list apparently has some major errors.

The      manual      contains
diagrams     in     colour,     showing     in
step-by-step fashion how to assemble
the   model.      Where   required,   each
diagram   has  an  illustration  of  parts
required to  assemble that part of the
model.     I  added  up  all  the  parts  in
those   illustrations,    and   the   results
differed significantly from the parts list
at  the  end  of  the  manual.     One  of
those   illustrations   -No.3   on   page
6-fails to call out 80 X 9-hole angle
girders and 80 X 7-hole angle girders
used   to   build   the   perimeter   of   the
wheel.

According  to  an  actual  count
of  parts  from  the  illustrations,  my  set
is   short   the   following   parts:    18    X
25-hole    perforated    strips,     60    X
17-hole  perforated   strips,   about  20
shorter   strips,    16   X   9-hole   angle
girders,16 X  7-hole angle girders,  8
X   11 -hole angle girders, 2 X  11-hole
flat   railings,   4   curved   slotted   strips
and  24  X   tin.   bolts.     (I  didn't  try  to
count the nuts and short bolts).  There
may be two omissions here:  first, they
forgot

to  include the  17 and  25-hole strips
for building the temporary "spokes" of
the wheel, and second, they neglected
to  update  the  parts  list  at the end  of
the   manual.      This   is   not   Marklin's
usual  superb quality and  attention  to
detail.

I   suggest   that  anyone  who
has  purchased  this  set  contact  their
dealer.   Marklin   to   their   credit   has
come out with  an  additional  parts  kit
at  no  charge.    If you  purchased  your
set   from    Ploy   Zuehlke,    you    have
probably  already  received  one.  The
parts  kit  doesn't  contain  all  the  parts
listed   above,   but   then,    my   list   of
required  parts  could  be  incorrect.     I
have not yet actually tried to build the
model.

If   it's    any   consolation,    the
retail  value  of  all  the  individual  parts
is  about  31/2  times  the  retail  price  of
the set  (as  of early  1997).  So  even  if
you consider it to be just a big  pile of
parts,  it  is  still  not  a  bad  deal  for the
price.

Charles Pack
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MECCAN0   PARTS
MAKE HARDWARE

Gaetan Parent uses Meccano
parts in  his garage,  as these pictures
show.    Fig  1.-Used  for  repairing  a
lost     carburettor     linkage     for     an
automobile engine.   The arrow shows
the   Meccano   parts   installed:      two
short couplings  and  a crank  handle.
They  operated   faultlessly  while  the
engine was driven for six months and
are still there, ready to be returned to
where they belong.   Fig.2-Meccano
used    to    make    special    pliers    for
removing  piston  rings.   This tool  has
been in the garage for six years.   The
parts would need  a good  paint job to
be   returned  to  where  they  belong.
Fig.3-To    elongate    a    kick-down
cable,   this  strip  was  slotted  with  a
rotary   hand   tool.      This   one   won't
return     to      the      Meccano     parts
cabinet-it's  modified  too  much  for
that.

Meccano parts were also used
to  bring   back  to   life  an  old   bench
grinder.    A  compression  spring  was
used  to  replace  a  collapsed  original;
and a strip that had already been bent
was formed  into  a  V shape  to  retain
the motor brushes in their housing so
the armature could  be put back  into
place.

Three-hole strips are used on
the  lathe,  along with  other shims,  to
bring  the  point  of  the  cutting  tool  up
to  the  centre  ot  the  tailstock  point.
The lathe  had  a problem:  the dial  of
the  cross  feed  wasn't  following  the
handle.    Gaetan  solved  the  problem
by   drilling   and   threading   5/32   in.
BSW,  and  inserting  a  long  Meccano
bolt.

WHITWORTH   TOO    !

Tony  P\ednall  points  out,  in
the  Joharmesburg  Newsletter,
that  there's  a t`thitworth ME
(Model  Engineer)  thread,  of
5/32in.  diameter  like  Mec-
cano' s  Tthitworth  thread ,but
40  threads/inch  instead  of
the  Meccano  32  tpi.
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by Neil FraseT

When  push comes to shove,  it is the
unused      letters     that     hold
everything together...

angle
art
ashtray
battery
bearing
bevel
bolt
diameter
disc
engineer

flex i ble                       ring
fork                        saw
ha ndle                     solenoid
I i merick                   sprocket
mag net                   tell
o btuse                    tension
pendulums             trunnion
prototy pe              washers
quad rant                wi ndm ill
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MECCANO AND THE INTERNET
by     Michael     Adler,      Editor,      ISM,
Internet Web Site

What's it all about?

The internet has been around
for some years now.   It is a worldwide
network of interconnected computers.
Just by sitting at home at a computer,
access can be gained to a vast sea of
knowledge at the press of a key.   This
is  tele-communications  on  a  grand
scale,    The  possibilities  are  endless;
what does this mean for Meccano?

Suddenly,      as     the     world
becomes a smaller place,  it becomes
possible    to    be    in    almost    instant
contact   with   any   Meccano   person
anywhere  in  the  world.    Those  who
are  already  using  the  internet  have
formed a Virtual Meccano Club.  They
are  in  almost  daily  contact  with  one
another     througll     a     mailing     list.
Photographs     and      model     plans,
documentation,    greetings,     lists    of
parts,      indexes     of     models     and
mechanisms,  notices  and  reports  of
meetings,   can   be   transmitted,   are
received  instantly  and  can  be  added
to  or  changed  with  the  greatest  of
ease.     No  longer  need  one  actually
attend  a  meeting  to  enjoy  it!     Much
Meccano      material      which      would
otherwise be lost or forgotten reaches
an audience of Meccano persons right
around the world.

This    has    profound    impli-
cations  for  an  estimated  3,000  or so
Meccano  enthusiasts  in  21   countries
throughout  the  world.    A  number  of
Meccano  Websites  have  spring  up.
These are files of material kept on one
computer   but   available   to   anyone
anywhere  who  wishes  to  access  it.
The      International      Society      of
Meccanomen   established   their   site
about  18  months  ago.    Since then  a
number    of    Meccano    Clubs    and
Societies  and  even  individuals  have
established their own sites.

The   International   Society  of
Meccanomen will be able to show you
exactly    what    is    available    on    its
website.    There  is  a  home  page with
logo  and  greetings,  and  then  one  is

directed  to  an  index  page.    Some of
the   text   is   highlighted   either   by   a
distinctive   colour   or   by   underlining
and  clicking  with   a  'mouse'  on  this
so-called hypertext, one can be led to
the area of one's choice, even to other
sites  anywhere  in  the  world.    This  is
pure magic and the material has to be
seen  to be believed.

Most   of   the   worlds'   news-
papers   and   many   magazines   and
societies    also    have    Internet   sites.
There    is    a    useful    and    profitable
relationship between them.  There will
always  be  need  of  the  printed  word,
but      the      new      technology      and
possibilities     it     offers     have     been
recognized  and  utilized.

What equipment is needed to
partake of this feast?   One can buy a
lot  of   Meccano  for  the  cost  of  the
computer.   But you  can  also  use the
computer for word processing, writing
letters  and  reports,  documentation of
models,      parts      inventories      and
computer    aided    design    software.
With the latter, one can actually build
a  Meccano  model  on  the  computer
screen   with   the   greatest   of   ease.
And,   because  just   be   pressing   the
repeat key any part can be duplicated,
one can  have the largest set of parts
in the world.   Soon you will be able to
animate  it as well.

Apart  from  the  computer,  a
modem is needed.  This fits into a slot
inside  of  the  computer,  and  when  a
phone   line  is   also   attached,   bingo,
connected to the world.

Next,   one   needs   a   service
provider.   This is a company which  is
connected   full   time   to   the   Internet.
When  you  dial  and  make  the  con-
nection,  you  have  arrived.     With  all
this technology at one's disposal, one
might   think   that   something   drastic
might  happen,   that  one  touch  of  a
computer key will sent the whole thing
up   in   smoke!       But   this   does   not
happen.    Computers  are  surprisingly
easy  to  use,  and  very  reliable.  One
learns by experimentation and usage.
One  hardly  needs  to  read  any of the

documentation   to   get   started   and
keep   going.      A   whole   new   world
opens  up,  and  it is  fascinating  and a
hobby  in  itself.

It's a strange world we live in!
All  of  a sudden  one  can  belong  to  a
Virtual   Meccano   Society   and   build
Meccano    models    witriout    using    a
screwdriver    or    even    owning    any
Meccano at all!

You  are  invited  to  study  the
lsM   Internet   presentation.     Have  a
look at what is  on  offer and see  how
this  marvel  of  modern  technology  is
steadily   transforming   the   Meccano
world.       Maybe   one   day   you   will
become a friendly user!

INTERNET  ADDFIESS:
www.dircon.co.uk\meccano\

Antique    &    Collectable    sets,    old
manuals,      catalogs     and     other
ephemera.    Visit    my    Web    Sitel
Lange  inventory.  Orders shipped  by
air   mail    within    24   hrs.    Visa    &
Mastercard  Welcome.  E-mail  me!

Joel  Perlin
Metal  Construction Toy Specialist

1111  Acapulco  Ct.
Oxnard,  Ca 93035

USA
(805)985-5498

erector@vcol.net
http://www.vcol.net/erector
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CYCL0IDAL GOVERNOR FOR ORRERIES
Mcocano rvt.euws 1.3 and 13.4

published an article in two parts called"Our  Solar  System".    In  the  second

part we followed the  earth  in  its orbit
around   the   sun.       We   discussed,
among  other  things,  the  changes  of
the seasons  in the temperate zones,
and  the change from day to  night  in
our polar regions.

A   few   points   of   discussion
toward  the  Mark  lv  orrery:     In  the
meantime  the  Mk.V  is  almost  com-
pleted.     This  model   is  designed  to
illustrate  Kepler's  Laws.   These  laws,
while complete, are difficult to visual-
ize without some visual  association.

Kepler.s   Laws:     Johannes
Kepler  (1571-1630)  was  a  German
astronomer, pioneer of the heliocentric
(sun-centred)   system,   who   follows
Tycho     Brahe     in     Prague.          By
experimenting  with  his  observations
he    established    facts    from    which
eventually     the     following     ground
breaking  rules emerged:

a)           A  plane"ravels  in  an  ellipse
around    the   sun,   which    is
located   at  one  of  the  focal
points of that ellipse;

b)           The    radius    vector    of    the
planet     around      the     sun
mutually     describes      equal
areas   in   equal    periods   of
time.      (Asfronom/.a      nova,
1 609)

c)            The  cube  of  the  greater  half
axis    of   the    trajectories   of
planets is in proportion to the
time(s)      of      revolution.
{Harmonice mundi,1619)
Later      Kepler      published

astronomical     tables      (tabu/ae
Rudolphinae,162J).

In  this  article  I  wish  to  touch
upon part of the second  law (item b):
the law of "areas"

As  shown  in  the  illustration,
the distance between earth and sun is
not  the  same  at  every  point  of  its
orbit.   According to the law of "areas"
the radius of the earth around the sun
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covers   in  equal  times   equal  orbital
areas.     Therefore  area  FZE  =  DZC
(see  illustration).    From  the  illustrat-
ion, the angular velocity of the earth's
motion  is the fastest at  P  (perihelion)
and  slowest  at  A  (aphelion).    Before
this principle can be demonstrated in
a Meccano  model  different  examples
of  the  first  category  must  be  given.
The   first    is   the   so-called    ellipse
former, which is also applicable to the
steam  locomotive,  and  the second  is
the cycloidal governor.

General Observations:  One
essential  component  of  the  cycloidal
governor   is   the   torque   differential,
also    called    the    distributing    gear
differential.         This    differential,     as
opposed    to    a    pinion    differential,
contains  no  right-angle  drive  which
would weaken its construction.  I have
chosen  the  gear differential  because
of its extraordinary application.   It has
to transfer quite a bit of force.   For the
same  reason  I  have  doubled  up  on
the  ditferential  and  replaced  the two
driven half-shafts with one axle which
passes  through  the  ditferential.  This
method   of   construction   allows   the
sides of the differential to be open, for
practical reasons.

Application:       The   driving
sprocket wheel is, theoretically, driven
at  a  constant  speed  while  the  dif-
ferential  housing  remains  stationary.
The  drt.ven sprocket wheel  rotates  in
the opposite direction and at the same
speed  as the driving sprocket.   If the
differential   housing   is  driven   in   the
direction  of  the  gearwheel  the  gear
speed    increases,    and    vice   versa.
When    one    drives    the    differential
housing alternately in the direction of
the  gearwheel,   the  driven  gear  will
alternately turn faster or slower.

The   drive   takes   place   as
follows:     The  differential   housing   is
constructed    by    using    a   flat   strip
connected    to    a     lever    which     is
constantly  moved  back and forth  like
the arm of a moving windshield wiper.
The  working   length   of  this   lever  is
determined  by  the  manner  in  which
the housing is moved back and forth.
The longer the length,  the longer the
stroke.  This length is controllable in a
stepless manner, in which the periodic
speed   increase,   or   decrease,   can
actually be controlled.   If the length of
the arm  is zero the  movement of the
driven gear is the same as that of the
driving gear,  hence nothing changes.

There    is    however    also    a
situation    in   which   the   two   speed
components cancel each other out for
a  short  duration:    the  driven  gear  is
therefore temporarily stationary.   This
situation  occurs  when  the differential
housing     is    driven     in     the    same
direction as the sprocket wheel, but at
half  the  speed.     The  pause  which
occurs  in  the  rotation  of  the  driven
gear  is  recovered  during  the  same
cycle.       In    other   words   we   have
created a short interval.

In  the  Mk.V  orrery  a  certain
length of arm was used. (The module
shown is made for the Mk.Vl, in which
the   intermediate   trajectory   will   be
used).

There  is  however  more:   the
stated parameters Pimits?I are not the
extremes.    If the  lever  is  longer than
the  length  whieh  caLlses  the  gear  to
be  periodically  stationary,   it  causes
the gear,  once per cyc]e]  to  reverse.
One    must    understand    that    this
reversal of travel Of the earth through
its  orbit  miist  be  arvoided  al  all  cost.
The earth milst trarvel forward in time,
for time is nrotny.

It   is   possble   to   make   the
length   of   am   shorter   than   zero.
Everything  is then  reversed;  in  other
words the imr\eTse Of the above-stated
situation arises.

The     above     described
differential   is.   ho`rever,   still   not
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Fig.1:   On   the   left   is   the   95t   gear
(p/n  27c)  and  on  the  right  the  36t
sprocket wheel  (p/n 95).

Fig.2:    An    overall    view;    left,    the
95t    gear    and    right    36t    sprocket
wheel.      The     dogs     or     drivers
(threaded   pins)   bear   on   the   long
bolts  held  in socket couplings.

Fig.3:     The    36t     sprocket     wheel;
below  it  a  bush  wheel.  The  thread-
ed  pins  are mounted on the sprock-
et   wheel.        Bolts   are   installed    in
the    socket    coupling.        When    the
sprocket      wheel      is      driven      the
threaded  pins  touch  the  bolts,   and
the socket coupling rotates.

Fig.4:       Top   to   bottom:   95t   gear;
bush    wheel;    socket    coupling;    50t
gear. The boss on the 95t gear does
not    f it    into    the    socket    coupling,
hence  the  intermediary  bush  wheel.
Key  bolts  couple  the  bush  wheel  to
the     socket      coupling.           When
f riction      in      the      drive      is      too
great,    the    bush    wheel    will    slip
and  the  threaded   pins  contact  the
key    bolts    and    drive    the    sockct
coupling.       The   key   bolts   are   not
tightened    to    the    shaft;    to    keep
them   f ram   becoming   too   loose,   a
piece  of  scotch  tape  holds  them  in
place.    Both  gears  are  loose  on  the
shaft.   The 50t gear does not slip.
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sichable  for  the  drive  of  the  arm  on
with   the   earth    and    moon    are
rTrounted.    The  arm  jtself  is  mounted
on a toothed ring p/n 167a (168 teeth)
mating  with   a  pinion   p/n   167c  (16
teeth).      This   gives   a   reduction   of
10.5:1.    The  reduction  is  not wanted
in  this  situation  and  is  compensated
for with  the  help  of  sets  of  gears  of
133/38 and 57/19 teeth.  The problem
with  this  set-up   is   that  the  critical
distance   of   the   pair   of   gears   with
133/38  teeth  does  not  coincide  with
the  Standard  hole  spacing  of 1/2in.  or
multiples  thereof.    If  however  one  of
the 113/38 gears is moved 4 holes on
the  "x"  axis  and  2  holes  on  the  "y"
axis  the  mounting  coincides  with  the
standard  hole spacing of 1/2in.

If     this     type     of     drive     is
employed the gear ration is more than
decimalized,  but the driven  gear and
toothed  ring  are now at a ratio of  1 :1
couple to each other.   In this manner
the differential  is suitable to drive the
arm.

Complications:     At  several
places      the      dri-Ve      showed
corriplications,        lt    started    at    the
primary gearing set-up at the location
of the  gear wheel  to  its  shaft.    After
the problem was corrected  it showed
up at several other places in the drive.
Gears that slipped on their respective
shafts  and  two  bush wheels  that just
did   not   last.      The   problems   were
caused  by  (1)  the  power  ot the  LEO
MOTOF3?    AND    (2)    by    the   terrific
resistance within the drive itself .   The
problem     of     slipping     gears     was
corrected  by providing several  shafts
(all with lengths longer or shorter than
standard  lengths) with a groove.

After    that    was    done    the
problem with  the contrate gears was
addressed, and corrected by providing
helpers in  the drivetrain by  means of
gears and sprockets which drive bolts
in the "H" coupling and thereby relieve
the bush wheels.

Article from  Meccano rvi.euws
14.3  by  B.N.M.  Loerakker,  translated
by Ted Van  Klink.    Photo  by Scarlett
Persoon.
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OBITUARY
Hubert    Lansley,    who   once

wrote   almost   the   whole    MGccano
Magazi.ne,  has died, at age 89.

Lansley was born at Barnet on
September 25,1907, when  Meccano
was just starting  to  flourish.    He was
given   a   Meccano   set   for   his   fifth
birthday,      and      was      immediately
hooked.

When   he   went   to   a   local
private  school,   however,   he  at  first
found  his  fellows  more  interested  in
stamp collecting.   Out of deference to
the    popular    taste,    he    began    a
magaz.ine   c;ailed   Stamp   Collector's
Month/y,  and craftily  included  a page
on  Meccano.    The  next  year,  Stamp
Collectors'      Monthly     was     tra(ns~
formed  into  the  Meccano  Eng;.near,
which   filled   12  pages,  with   "Stamp
Collector`s     Corner"     relegated     to
page  nine.     The  first  issue  sold  74
copies   at   2d   each;   by   the   eighth
(March-April  1923)    circulation    had
increased to 1,212 making him, at age
15, the world's youngest editor.

In    late    1923    Lansley   was
summoned   by   EIIison   Hawks,   the
editor  of  Meccano  Magazi`ne,  to  the
company.s office near Picadilly Circus
and offered a job.  After a few months
in  London  he  was  sent  to  the  main
factory which occupied tour and a half
acres    at    Binns     Poad,     Liverpool.
There,  still  only  17,  he  was  given  a
task which could scarcely have suited
him    better-building    models    and
supplying copy for Meccano Magaz/.ne.
He  was  soon  writing  almost  every-
thing,  including  a  column  under  the
byline Frank Hornby.

Lansley      also      wrote
Adventures    in    Meccanoland,    w.ith
such  characters  and  King  Meccano
the Great, Captain Bush-Wheeler and
Professor  Flat Trunnion.    There was
even a Meccano dinosaur.

By  1928  Meccano  Magazine
has  expanded  to  112  pages  with  a
circulation    of    96,000.         In     1930,
though, Lansley decided to branch out
on his own and opened a shop which
sold Meccano at Firs Parade, Muswell

Hill.   His plan b EE=±±± a chain of
such  stores   Eii=iE: wh ne start  of
the Second `llolld "r.

In 1978 he jlpngred back to
the    Liverpool    ±7    and    was
depressed to fird be oquization in
decline,  due  to  Labr toiLbles  and
competition.     TTe  Emr  closed  a
year later.

Lansle)tsiiie-dEiir-,A4rAfeacano
Days, was put*.ished try  Coastructor
Ouarter/y   in    1994.       IIlie   came   to
regard   Meccaro  as  his  -reejpe  for
longevity";    in    July    he   visited    an
exhibition  of  modes  at  the  Chappel
and Wakes Colne raihray museum in
Essex, where he vvas deliglited to chat
with     a     younger     generation     of
enthusiasts.

NGE!Eca
_ngccA=ro±__ERECTO_B±

Parts,   Sets,
Literature .

Old,   New,   Used,
Restored.

Send   $2.00(U.S.    or   CDN)
For  New

Parts  List  W/Prices

• SPECIAL  TO  lfflDERS .
Remote  Control  Sets

At  Half-Price!
Moon  Trekkers:    $50   U.S.
Heavy  Haulers:   $60  U.S.

Remote  Contr61  Units
With   2   Motors:    $50   U.S,

-Also-
Master  Builder  Sets,

$75   U.S.
(Shipping  Included)

LOUIS   BOSELLI
19   Payson  Rd.

Cornwa I 1 -on -Huds on ,
N.Y.    12520   U.S.A.

(914)    534-2863


